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Abstract

Optimal generalised quantum measurements are important for quantum information ap-
plications in both photonic and solid state systems. However, until now, the implemen-
tations of such measurements have been optical. Entanglement is also a very impor-
tant resource in quantum communication and information processing. However, high-
dimensional entangled states and corresponding Bell-inequality violations are challeng-
ing to detect and demonstrate experimentally. This thesis focuses on these two aspects of
signal detection.

A cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) scheme to realise an optimised quantum
measurement demonstrating the superadditivity of quantum channel capacity is proposed
and analysed. The measurement is shown to be feasible using atoms in a cavity QED setup
even in the presence of rather high levels of experimental errors. This is interesting be-
cause cavity QED realisations could potentially be more easily scaled to increase quantum
coding gain. Experimental unambiguous discrimination between non-orthogonal states is
also carried out for the first time in the solid state using the nuclear spin of a nitrogen
atom associated with a defect in bulk diamond—an important step for implementations
of solid-state quantum computing.

This thesis presents a method for verifying entanglement dimension using only Bell
inequality test measurements. It also shows experimental results demonstrating genuine
eleven-dimensional two-photon orbital angular momentum (OAM) entanglement and vi-
olations of generalised Bell inequalities up to dimension twelve. The demonstrated high-
dimensional entanglement is potentially useful for closing the detection loophole in Bell-
test experiments and for real-world large-alphabet quantum-cryptography applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Quantum signal detection

The prospect of being able to exploit quantum effects in communications and informa-
tion processing schemes continues to capture the interest of scientists. An indispensable
aspect of all such schemes is the detection stage. This is because, in quantum information
processing and quantum communication protocols, information is encoded in and carried
by a quantum system [1], and it is only by doing a detection can the final state of the sys-
tem or the result of the performed task be determined. Indeed, the concept of the state of a
quantum system remains mysterious and controversial even after one century of quantum
mechanics (please see [2]). Also, the quantum state itself is not a quantum mechanical
observable [3] and is not directly accessible [4]. Be that as it may, quantum measurements
provide a means to peer into the quantum world.

Since von Neumann put quantum theory on a firm mathematical basis in 1932 [5],
the topic of detecting quantum signals has grown into a rich interdisciplinary area of re-
search and many quantum communication and information processing schemes have been
developed. In recent years, quantum information processing and communication has pro-
gressed greatly due to better precision of measurement and control, as well as longer
coherence times of photonic and solid state quantum systems. Spontaneous parametric
downconversion (SPDC) [6, 7] sources have been the workhorse for generating entangled
photons [8], which are useful for communication tasks such as quantum key distribu-
tion [9] and quantum teleportation [10]. Also, as evidenced by the recent Nobel Prize in
Physics [11], cavity QED techniques [12] are of wide international interest and impact be-
cause they allow for precise control and measurement of single quantum systems such as
photons, atoms or a combination of these. Nitrogen-vacancy centres in diamond offer long
lived coherence at room temperature [13, 14, 15]. This thesis considers specific aspects
of signal detection pertaining to these systems. In particular, it explores the experimental
implementations of quantum measurements in the context of (a) Bell inequality violation
for high-dimensional entanglement demonstration, and (b) quantum state discrimination
using non-photonic systems.

The motivation for the latter is that, generally speaking, some optimal quantum mea-
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QUANTUM SIGNAL DETECTION

surements are difficult to generalise using linear optics. This is due to the large overhead
costs of effective large-scale photon-photon interactions [16, 17]. Therefore, it is use-
ful to study how to realise such measurements in other physical systems. In particular,
non-orthogonal state discrimination has received considerable attention mostly theoreti-
cally, but also experimentally in the last 5-10 years and has led to important developments
in operational quantum information processing [18, 19]. This thesis presents the first
solid-state demonstration of optimal discrimination of non-orthogonal quantum states.
Although this concept has already been demonstrated in photonic systems, developing the
techniques for solid-state implementations of such schemes is an important step towards
large-scale quantum information processing in the solid state. This is because solid-state
systems face completely different challenges (such as dephasing, state detection errors
and pulse calibration errors) from those of single photons (such as photon losses and non-
deterministic gates). The studies reported here deal with facing the complexity that comes
with working with the experimental complications of solid-state systems.

High-dimensional bipartite entanglement also enables very promising applications in-
cluding teleportation of qudit states [10, 20], generalised dense coding (i.e., with pairs
of entangled d-level systems) [21], and certain quantum key distribution protocols [9].
More generally, schemes like quantum secret sharing [22], and measurement based quan-
tum computation [23], apply multi-particle entanglement. However, such applications are
only practical when it is possible to experimentally detect high-dimensional entangled
states. This makes the ability to verify high-dimensional entanglement between physical
qudits of crucial importance. Various techniques exist for witnessing entanglement, and
in particular, high-dimensional entanglement (see [24] and references within). However,
for practical applications, it is usually desirable that the resource state is not only entan-
gled, but that the entanglement is of the type that can violate a Bell inequality. The use of
Bell inequality violation for entanglement verification is favoured here since it is closer to
a direct application: in entanglement-based large alphabet quantum key distribution, the
presence of an eavesdropper is determined using a Bell inequality test.

Demonstrations of high-dimensional two-photon entanglement using time bins [25,
26] and OAM bring entanglement-based applications such as quantum key distribution
(QKD) systems (sharing larger number of bits per photon) closer to their real-world ap-
plications. In addition to enabling larger information capacity [27, 28], such systems have
been shown to have a security advantage over QKD based on two-dimensional systems
which share one bit per photon pair [29].

This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 1 introduces and defines some of the
key tools and concepts applied throughout the rest of thesis. The chapters are written in a
rather self-contained fashion as they discuss original results obtained from the PhD project
as well as the motivation, background information and results for each of the respective

2
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short projects reported.
Chapter 2 and 3 respectively present original results on a feasible scheme for demon-

stration of superadditivity of quantum channel capacity using cavity QED, and experimen-
tal realisation of optimal schemes for unambiguous discrimination between nonorthogo-
nal nuclear-spin states of a nitrogen atom associated with a nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centre
in diamond.

Chapter 4 discusses fair sampling in tests of the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt Bell
inequality and its generalisation in systems having an arbitrary number of dimensions.
Theoretical results leading to an experimentally feasible scheme for determining entan-
glement dimension from Bell test measurements are also presented. Chapter 5 then de-
scribes experimental results demonstrating genuine eleven-dimensional entanglement in
OAM for photons generated by SPDC using Bell-inequality tests.

Chapter 6 finally gives a summary and overview over the results of the thesis as well
as future outlook.

3



CHAPTER 1

Underpinning concepts

1.1 Quantum measurements

A signal is ultimately encoded onto the state of a physical system, such as a photon or
atom. Therefore, signal detection is fundamentally a quantum measurement—a process
by which one extracts information about the state of the quantum system.1

1.1.1 Quantum states

Quantum mechanics dictates that any isolated or closed physical system is assigned a
Hilbert space H, which is a complex vector space equipped with inner product. This is
known as the state space of the system. The state of a physical system is represented
mathematically as complex vector known as the state vector. The simplest quantum me-
chanical system is the qubit, a discrete variable system that has a two-dimensional state
space. Discrete variable systems having Hilbert space dimensions greater than two are
sometimes referred to as qudits.

Qubits can be physically encoded in the polarisation state of a photon as well as elec-
tronic or nuclear spin states of atoms. Suppose |0〉 and |1〉 form the orthonormal basis for
the state space. An arbitrary state vector in the state space can be written as

|ψ〉= α |0〉+β |1〉 , (1.1)

where α and β are complex numbers. The condition that |ψ〉 be a unit vector is known as
the normalisation condition for state vectors. One may write Equation 1.1 as

|ψ〉= eiγ(cos
θ

2
|0〉+ eiφ sin

θ

2
|0〉), (1.2)

where θ , φ , γ are real numbers. Ignoring the global phase factor eiγ , we can effectively
write

|ψ〉= cos
θ

2
|0〉+ eiφ sin

θ

2
|0〉 , (1.3)

1The descriptions of quantum states and quantum measurements provided in this chapter can be found
in Refs. [30] and [31].

4



1.1 Quantum measurements
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Figure 1.1: Bloch sphere representation of a qubit.

The numbers θ and φ define a point on the unit three-dimensional sphere illustrated in
Figure 1.1. This is often called the Bloch sphere and it gives a useful geometric represen-
tation of the qubit. Qudits can be physically encoded in the OAM states of photons. These
have high-dimensional state spaces and do not have a simple Bloch sphere representation.

The density operator or density matrix provides a convenient means for describing
quantum systems whose state is not completely known (i.e., which are not in pure states),
that is, the so called mixed states. Suppose, a quantum system is in one of a number
of states |ψi〉, where i is an index, with respective probabilities pi. {pi, |ψi〉} is called
an ensemble of pure states. The density operator for the system is then defined by the
equation

ρ̂ = ∑i pi |ψi〉〈ψi| . (1.4)

The state space of a composite system is the tensor product of the state spaces of the
subsystems. In other words, if two systems are assigned Hilbert spaces H1 and H2, then
the composite system is described by H = H1⊗H2, where ⊗ denotes tensor product.
Moreover, if we have systems numbered 1 to n, and the system number i is prepared in
the state |ψi〉 or ρ̂i, then the joint state of the total system is

|ψ〉= |ψ1〉⊗ |ψ2〉⊗ . . .⊗|ψn〉= |ψ1ψ2 . . .ψn〉, or (1.5)

ρ̂ = ρ̂1⊗ ...⊗ ρ̂n. (1.6)

States which can be written in the form of Equations (1.5) and (1.6) are said to be sepa-

rable. Such states of the Hilbert space of a composite system are a measure-zero subset,
whose complement is a dense open subset composed of states which are said to be entan-

5



1.1 Quantum measurements

gled (see Section 1.2).

1.1.2 Evolution and measurement

The evolution of a closed quantum system is described by a unitary transformation. That
is, the state |ψ〉 or ρ̂ of the system at the time t1 is related to the state |ψ ′〉 or ρ̂ ′ of the
system at the time t2 by a unitary1 operator U which depends on the times t1 and t2. The
evolved state is expressed as

∣∣ψ ′〉= U |ψ〉 , (1.7)

ρ̂
′ = Uρ̂U†. (1.8)

A few useful single qubit unitary transformations are [32]

σ̂x =

[
0 1
1 0

]
, σ̂y =

[
0 −i

i 0

]
, σ̂z =

[
1 0
0 −1

]
, (1.9)

R̂y (θ) =

[
cosθ/2 sinθ/2
−sinθ/2 cosθ/2

]
, R̂z (α) =

[
eiα/2 0

0 e−iα/2

]
,

Φ(δ ) =

[
eiδ 0
0 eiδ

]
, (1.10)

where σ̂x, σ̂y and σ̂z are the Pauli spin matrices; R̂y (α) and R̂z (α) are rotations of the
qubit by θ and α about the y and z axes on the Bloch sphere respectively; and Φ(δ ) is a
phase shift of δ .

Further, the continuous time evolution of the state of a closed quantum system is
described by the Schrödinger equation,

ih̄
d |ψ〉

dt
= H |ψ〉 . (1.11)

Here, h̄ is the Planck constant. H is a Hermitian (i.e. self-adjoint) operator known as
the Hamiltonian of the closed system. Thus, in principle, if we know the Hamiltonian
of a closed system, then (together with the knowledge of h̄ ) we understand its dynamics
completely. For most physical systems however, the Hamiltonian is not exactly solvable
and formal solutions as well as approximations have to be sought.

To extract information about the state of a physical system, such as a photon, an exter-
nal system has to interact with it. This interaction makes the measured system no longer
closed and thus not necessarily subject to unitary evolution. Quantum measurements in
general are described by a collection of measurement operators {Mi}. These are opera-

1unitarity of U implies that U†U = I
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1.1 Quantum measurements

tors acting on the state space of the system being measured and the index i refers to the
measurement outcomes that may occur in the experiment. If the state of the system is |ψ〉
just before the measurement, then the probability that result i occurs is given by

p(i) = 〈ψ|M†
i Mi |ψ〉 , (1.12)

and the state after measurement is

Mi |ψ〉√
〈ψ|M†

i Mi |ψ〉
. (1.13)

The measurement operators satisfy the completeness relation

∑i M†
i Mi = I, (1.14)

which expresses the fact that the outcome probabilities sum up to unity, i.e.

∑i 〈ψ|M
†
i Mi |ψ〉= ∑i p(i) = 1, (1.15)

∀ |ψ〉. In terms of the density operator,

p(i) = Tr(M†
i Miρ̂), (1.16)

where Tr denotes the trace. A very important consequence of Equation (1.13) is that a
measurement performed on a quantum state will disturb it, unless the state is known to
be an eigenstate of the measurement operator. This limits the amount of information
extractable from the system through measurement.

1.1.3 Distinguishing quantum states

In a communication system, the task of the detector is often to determine which one of a
set of states a system was prepared in. This is essentially a discrimination between signal
states. The knowledge of the signal encoding as well as the desired probability for each
outcome is applied to implement specific optimisations in detection.

In the classical world, different states of an object are usually distinguishable, at least
in principle. For example we can always identify which side a cast die has landed on.
However, quantum mechanically, this not generally the case. To illustrate, consider the
metaphor of a game involving two parties Alice and Bob, representing the encoder and
the detector respectively. Suppose Alice chooses a state |ψi〉 (1≤ i≤ n) from some fixed
set of states known to both parties. She gives |ψi〉 to Bob, whose task is to identify the
index i of the state he has been given.

7



1.1 Quantum measurements

Suppose the |ψi〉 states are orthonormal. Then Bob can do a quantum measurement to
distinguish these states by defining a measurement operator

Mi ≡ |ψi〉〈ψi|, (1.17)

one for each possible index i, and an additional measurement operator defined as the
positive operator I−∑i 6=0 |ψi〉〈ψi|. These operators satisfy the completeness relation,
and if the state |ψi〉 is prepared, then p(i) = 〈ψi|Mi |ψi〉 = 1 , so the result i occurs with
a certainty, and Bob does not have to guess. Thus it is possible to reliably distinguish
between the orthonormal states |ψi〉. However, if the states are not orthonormal, there is

no quantum measurement capable of distinguishing the states with certainty. The idea is
that Bob will do a measurement described by measurement operators M j, with outcome
j. Depending on the outcome of the measurement Bob tries to guess what the index i

was. To see why Bob cannot distinguish between the two non-orthogonal states |ψ1〉 and
|ψ2〉, consider that |ψ1〉 can be decomposed into a (non-zero) component parallel to |ψ2〉,
and another orthogonal to it. Suppose j is a measurement outcome which indicates to
Bob that the state was |ψ1〉. However, because of the component of |ψ2〉 parallel to |ψ1〉,
there is a non-zero probability of getting the outcome j when |ψ2〉 is prepared, so Bob
will sometimes make an error in identifying the prepared state.

1.1.4 Projective measurements

Loosely speaking, a projective measurement is one which simply ‘asks’ the system which
one of n orthonormal states it is in, and then leaves it in the state corresponding to the
outcome. In more concrete terms, a projective measurement is described by an observable

M, a Hermitian (i.e., self adjoint) operator on the state of the system being observed,
which can be written as

M = ∑m mPm, (1.18)

where Pm is the projector onto the eigenspace of M with eigenvalue m. The possible
outcomes of the measurement correspond to the eigenvalues m, of the observable. Upon
measuring the state |ψ〉, the probability of getting result m is given by

p(m) = 〈ψ|Pm |ψ〉 (1.19)

The state of the system immediately after measurement, given that outcome m occurred
is

Pm |ψ〉√
p(m)

(1.20)

8



1.1 Quantum measurements

Thus one readily identifies the projector as

Pm = |ψm〉〈ψm|, (1.21)

where the states |ψi〉 are orthonormal. The states |ψi〉 are said to form the measurement

basis.
The projective measurements can be seen as a case of the measurement described

in Section 1.1.2 above where the measurement operators, in addition to satisfying the
completeness relation ∑i M†

i Mi = I, also satisfy the conditions that {Mi} are orthogonal
projectors, that is they are Hermitian.

A simple example demonstrating this idea is the measurement of a qubit encoded in
the polarisation state of a photon. With the photon initially in state

|ψ〉=α |H〉+β |V 〉 , (1.22)

and using measurement operators {MH ,MV} with MH = |H〉〈H| and MV = |V 〉〈V |, one
realises that the measurement outcome probabilities are p(H) = |α|2 and p(V ) = |β |2.
The measurement operators here could, for example, be implemented using polarising
beam splitters with photon detectors at each of the reflection and transmission output
ports for the detection of horizontal and vertical polarisations respectively. In this picture,
the quantum system being measured and the measuring device altogether are a part of a
larger, isolated, quantum mechanical system.

1.1.5 POVM measurements

POVM stands for positive operator-valued measure, otherwise known as probability-
operator measure (POM). POVM measurements are also known as generalised measure-

ments. Suppose a measurement described by measurement operators Mi is performed
on a quantum system in the state |ψ〉. Then the probability of outcome i is given by
p(i) = 〈ψ|M†

i Mi |ψ〉. Suppose we define

Πi ≡M†
i Mi. (1.23)

It is clear then that Πi is a positive operator such that ∑i Πi = I and p(i) = 〈ψ|Πi |ψ〉.
Thus the set of operators Πi are sufficient to determine the probabilities of the different
measurement outcomes. The operators Πi are known as the POVM elements associated
with the measurement. The complete set {Πi} is known as POVM. Note that the POVM
elements are not necessarily projectors, and so POVM measurements are more general
than projective measurements. This will be described further in subsequent chapters.
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1.2 Quantum entanglement

1.2 Quantum entanglement

The mathematical definition of entanglement versus separability is straightforward for
pure states: a pure state |ψ〉 is separable if and only if it can be written as

|ψ〉= |ψ1〉⊗ |ψ2〉, (1.24)

otherwise it is entangled. An example of a separable pure state is |ψ〉 = |00〉, while
examples of entangled pure states are the Bell states

∣∣φ±〉= 1√
2
(|00〉± |11〉) or

∣∣ψ±〉= 1√
2
(|01〉± |10〉). (1.25)

Of interest for the example in the next section is the singlet state

∣∣ψ−〉= 1√
2
(|01〉− |10〉). (1.26)

A mixed state is separable if and only if it can be written as [33]

ρ̂ = ∑
j

p j|ψ j
1〉〈ψ

j
1 |⊗ |ψ

j
2〉〈ψ

j
2 |, (1.27)

otherwise it is entangled. The coefficients p j here are probabilities and the states need not
be orthogonal i.e. 〈ψ j

n |ψk
n〉 6= δ jk in general, where n = 1,2. Such a state can be prepared

through local operations and classical communication. An example of a separable mixed
state containing only classical correlations is

ρ̂ =
1
2
(|00〉〈00|+ |11〉〈11|), (1.28)

while an example of an entangled mixed state is a Werner state [33]

ρ̂ = (1− p)
1
4
I+ p(|φ+〉〈φ+|, (1.29)

where the probability p is such that 1
3 < p < 1.

1.2.1 EPR paradox and Bell inequality

In their argument [34], Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) introduced a requirement
which they claimed was a sufficient condition for a physical property to satisfy realism,
namely, that it be possible to predict the value that property will have irrespective of
whether a measurement is performed or not. Bell’s original inequality [35] was key to the

10



1.2 Quantum entanglement

experimental investigation of the validity of the EPR argument. Clauser, Horne, Shimony
and Holt [36] further put Bell’s inequality into a more experimentally verifiable form.

Using the EPR reasoning, the CHSH-Bell inequality can be arrived at by constructing
a scenario where a source prepares two particles and sends one to Alice and the other to
Bob. Assume that Alice measures her particle on reception and has two detector settings
A and a, and that she chooses randomly which one to use for each arriving particle only
upon receiving it. Also, let the same conditions be true for Bob with his detector settings
represented as B and b. For simplicity, assume that the outcomes can be either +1 or −1
for any of the measurements. Also, if we assume that Bob’s measurement cannot affect
the result of Alice’s measurement and vice versa, then A,a,B,b ∈ {−1,+1} implies that

(A−a,A+ a) ∈ {(0,±2),(±2,0)} ,

(A− a) B− (A+ a) b ∈ {−2,2} ,

−2≤ 〈AB− Ab− aB− ab〉 ≤ 2,

S = | 〈AB〉−〈Ab〉−〈aB〉−〈ab〉 | ≤ 2 . (1.30)

S is known as the CHSH-Bell parameter.
However, repeating the same thought experiment with quantum mechanical calcula-

tions suggests a possibility of violating this inequality. This involves adopting a quantum
mechanical description of the particle states. For example, let the two particles be pre-
pared in the singlet state (Equation (1.26)) with |0〉 and |1〉 representing up and down
spins respectively, and let Alice and Bob perform measurements along the spin directions

Â = cosθAσ̂x + sinθAσ̂y,

â = cosθaσ̂x + sinθaσ̂y,

B̂ = cosθBσ̂x + sinθBσ̂y,

b̂ = cosθbσ̂x + sinθbσ̂y. (1.31)

The joint measurement outcomes are

〈
ψ
−∣∣ Â⊗ B̂

∣∣ψ−〉=−cos(θA−θB) =−cosθAB,〈
ψ
−∣∣ Â⊗ b̂

∣∣ψ−〉=−cos(θA−θb) =−cosθAb,〈
ψ
−∣∣ â⊗ B̂

∣∣ψ−〉=−cos(θa−θB) =−cosθaB,〈
ψ
−∣∣ â⊗ b̂

∣∣ψ−〉=−cos(θa−θb) =−cosθab. (1.32)

11



1.2 Quantum entanglement

The Bell parameter is thus found to be

SQM = | 〈AB〉−〈Ab〉−〈aB〉−〈ab〉 |

= |−cosθAB + cosθAb + cosθaB + cosθab| . (1.33)

Clearly, the Bell inequality does not necassarily hold under quantum mechanical assump-
tions. In fact, if we choose

Â = σx,

B̂ = (σy−σx)/
√

2,

â = σy,

b̂ = (σy +σx)/
√

2, (1.34)

then
SQM = 2

√
2 > 2. (1.35)

This result which is obtainable with entangled systems cannot be simulated by any
classical theory based on local hidden variables.

Although quantum mechanical correlations can lead to a violation of Bell inequalities,
there is an upper limit to the amount of violation quantum mechanically possible for
a given Bell inequality. This is known as Tsirelson Bound, named after Tsirelson (or
Cirel’son) who derived the bound for the CHSH Bell inequality i.e. SQM ≤ 2

√
2 [37]. This

limit is in general lower than the algebraic limit. For example, the Tsirelson bound for the
CHSH inequality is less than the largest algebraically possible value of S (Equation 1.30),
i.e., 4.

1.2.2 High-dimensional entanglement

The CHSH-Bell inequality admits two outcomes per measurement and is thus well suited
to two dimensional systems or qubits, i.e. systems with only two basis states; with their
classical analogues being bits. Other versions of Bell inequalities exist for higher dimen-
sional systems (e.g. see Ref. [38]) with bounds different from 2 and 2

√
2 for the CHSH

version. This will be explored further in Chapters 4 and 5. Indeed, dichotomic mea-
surements can also be used for systems of higher dimensions, even continuous-variable
systems.

Let us note briefly here that any bipartite pure state can be written in the form

|ψ〉=
d

∑
j=1

λ j|a j〉⊗ |b j〉. (1.36)
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This is known as Schmidt decomposition (see [3]), and d is the Schmidt number of the
pure state. Such a state is here referred to as having d-dimensional entanglement.

1.3 Superadditivity of quantum channel capacity

The transmission characteristics of a communications channel is determined by its noise
characteristics as well as the quantities of the available transmission resources. As well
brought out in [39], a feature of classical communication theory is that the amount of
transmissible information is at most doubled when one doubles the transmission resource
(such as code length, signal power, bandwidth) for fixed noise characteristics of the chan-
nel. However, this is not generally the case in quantum communication theory, i.e. by
optimising the detection or quantum measurement strategy, it might be possible to in-
crease the amount of transmissible information by more than twice. This is called the
superadditivity of the capacity of the quantum channel.

In communication, individual signals (e.g. {0,1}) in a transmitted message are re-
ferred to as letters. Sometimes, it is desirable to encode the individual signals respectively
into block sequences of letters. Each block is referred to as a codeword. By channel, we
mean the set of physical codeword states {x j} as well as the possible outputs {y j}, and the
channel matrix with each matrix element given by the conditional probability P(y j|xi) of
obtaining an output y j given that the input was xi. Each element of the channel matrix is
called a channel transition probability. The mutual information defined between the input
variable X = {xi;P(xi)} and Y =

{
y j;P(y j)

}
can be expressed in terms of the Shannon

entropies H(X), H(Y ) and the joint entropy H(X ,Y ) as [40]

I(X : Y ) = H(X)+H(Y )−H(X ,Y ). (1.37)

Using the expressions

H(X) = −∑
i

P(xi) log2 P(xi) =−∑
i

∑
j

P(xi,y j) log2 P(xi), (1.38)

H(Y ) = −∑
j

P(y j) log2 P(y j) =−∑
i

∑
j

P(xi,y j) log2 P(y j), (1.39)

H(X ,Y ) = −∑
i

∑
j

P(xi,y j) log2 P(xi,y j) and (1.40)

P(xi,y j) = P(xi)P(y j|xi) (Bayes′rule), (1.41)

we obtain

I(X : Y ) = ∑
i

P(xi)∑
j

P
(
y j|xi

)
log2

 P
(
y j|xi

)
∑
k

P(xk)P
(
y j|xk

)
 . (1.42)
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1.3 Superadditivity of quantum channel capacity

1.3.1 Classical channel capacity

In classical communication theory where one considers coding for a given fixed channel
model

{
P
(
y j|xi

)}
, the capacity (for a memoryless channel) is defined as the maximum

mutual information with respect to the prior distribution of the encoded letters P(xi),

C = max
{P(xi)}

I(X : Y ). (1.43)

1.3.2 Quantum channel capacity

However, in quantum communications only the input variable X and the corresponding
set of quantum states at the receiver denoted as {ρ̂x(i)} are given. It is possible to seek
for the output variable Y by an optimum POVM measurement. Let the POVM elements
be
{

M̂y( j)
}

, and let Π̂y( j) = M̂†
y( j)M̂y( j). The channel matrix is

P
(
y j|xi

)
≡ Tr(Π̂y( j)ρ̂x(i)) (1.44)

The maximum extractable information or accessible information is defined as

IAcc = max
{Π̂ j}

I(X : Y ) (1.45)

This quantity when further optimised with respect to the prior probabilities will give

C1 = max
{P(xi)}

max
{Π̂y( j)}

I(X : Y ). (1.46)

This is the limit of the capacity when the initial channel
{

P
(
y j|xi

)}
is used with classi-

cal channel coding and a quantum signal detection. However, this is not the maximum
capacity that quantum mechanics allows per use of the channel.

One could convey the code words in quantum states which are product states of the
letter states ψ̂x = ρ̂x1⊗·· ·⊗ ρ̂xn , and use the best measurement allowed by quantum me-
chanics described by the POVM

{
Π̂y
}

on the extended space where {y} are the decoded
codewords. The channel matrix for this extended channel is given by

P(y|x)≡ Tr(Π̂yψ̂x). (1.47)

Replacing the codeword states {xi} and outputs {y j} with the extended codeword states
{xi} and outputs {yj} in Equation (1.42), we may then define the mutual information for
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this extended channel as

I(Xn : Y n) = ∑
i

P(xi)∑
j

P
(
yj|xi

)
log2

 P
(
yj|xi

)
∑
k

P(xk)P
(
yj|xk

)
 . (1.48)

The channel capacity of the order n is defined as

Cn = max
{P(xi)}

max
{Π̂ j}

I(Xn : Y n). (1.49)

For a quantum channel, it may hold that

Cn > nC1, (1.50)

in which case the quantum channel is said to exhibit superadditivity in classical informa-
tion capacity.

Very few schemes of coding and detection exhibiting superadditivity are known (see [40]
and references therein). Chapter 2 will consider a simple example of superadditivity.
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CHAPTER 2

Quantum measurements of atoms using
cavity QED

2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes how to realise two non-standard quantum measurements using cav-
ity quantum electrodynamics (QED). The first measurement unambiguously distinguishes
between two non-orthogonal quantum states in an optimal way. The second example is
a measurement that demonstrates superadditive quantum coding gain. The main contri-
bution in this chapter is the derivation of the explicit form of these measurements in a
cavity-QED setup, demonstration of the optimality of the proposed scheme in terms of
cavity usage, and an estimation of the effect of experimental errors. The experimental
tools used are single-atom unitary operations effected by Ramsey pulses and two-atom
Tavis-Cummings interactions. This chapter shows how the superadditive quantum coding
gain is affected by errors in the field-ionisation detection of atoms, and that even with
rather high levels of experimental imperfections, a reasonable amount of superadditiv-
ity can still be seen. Apart from the realisation reported in this thesis, these types of
measurement have only been realised optically. It is of great interest to have realisations
using other physical systems for fundamental reasons, as well as in order to circumvent
the limitations of photonic realisations. For example, quantum coding gain in general in-
creases with code word length, and a realisation using atoms could potentially be scaled
more easily than the existing realisation using photons [39] due to the possibility of strong
atom-atom interactions.

Generalised quantum measurements or probability operator measures (POMs), also
called positive operator valued measures (POVMs), are important mathematical tools for
quantum communication and quantum information processing [41]. They are naturally
able to describe imperfections and errors in real experimental measurements. In addition,
there are also situations where it is advantageous to deliberately engineer a measurement
that is not a projective measurement. This is frequently the case when distinguishing
between quantum states [41, 42]. The simplest such example is when distinguishing
between two non-orthogonal states without error [43, 44, 45]. In addition, knowledge of
optimal measurement strategies may be useful in placing tight bounds on other quantum
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operations such as quantum cloning [42, 46].
This chapter describes how to realise two examples of non-standard quantum measure-

ments using the tools of cavity QED. The methods proposed could, however, be applied
also more generally for realising other generalised quantum measurements using the same
system. The first measurement is optimal unambiguous discrimination of non-orthogonal
quantum states, also known as the Ivanovic-Dieks-Peres (IDP) measurement. This task
is important for quantum information and communication systems as well as for quan-
tum key distribution (QKD) [47]. In fact, the IDP measurement is optimal for the B92
QKD protocol [48], although this was not realised initially. Prior to this work, all the
realisations of the IDP measurement have been optical [49, 50, 51]. However, generalised
quantum measurements could also be realised on atoms using existing experimental tech-
niques [52, 53, 54], on single nuclear spins in the solid state (as Chapter 3 will discuss),
or using nuclear magnetic resonance [55].

The second example is the measurement required to demonstrate that quantum chan-
nel capacities can be superadditive (see Sec. 1.3). In this case, at least two uses of a
quantum channel, and a collective measurement (i.e. using entangled measurement basis
states) of the resulting code block, is required. The quantum coding gain in general grows
with the length of the code blocks [40]. Superadditivity has so far only been demonstrated
using linear optics [56]. Quantum source coding for message compression is another type
of quantum coding scheme that has been optically demonstrated [57], using similar tech-
niques as for the optical demonstration of quantum superadditivity. In both cases, the two
uses of the quantum channel were encoded using the path and polarisation degrees of free-
dom of a single photon and the states are manipulated using basic linear optical elements
(polarising beam splitters and wave plates). While this demonstrated the principle of the
measurement, extension of the coding to longer code blocks would be impractical due to
problems of scalability. Scalability would require effective photon-photon interactions,
which are challenging to realise due to the large resource overhead [16, 17].

A cavity-QED demonstration of superadditivity might use two atomic qubits and en-
code each usage of the quantum channel in the state of one atom. This could in principle
be scaled to longer codewords using resources which do not scale exponentially, whereas
the existing optical realisation uses polarization and path to encode the two uses of the
channel, making it difficult to scale [39]. Also, other coding schemes, including quantum
source coding, or any other realisation of collective quantum measurements, could be re-
alised in a cavity QED setting employing similar methods. It is also useful to estimate how
experimental imperfections would affect the measurement. Cavity QED techniques have
indeed been applied extensively in exploring the quantum dynamics of atoms and photons
in cavities and has been used, for example, in preparing entangled states of atoms [58],
performing phase gate operations [59], doing quantum non-demolition measurements of
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cavity fields [60], and in experimental studies of the process of decoherence in quantum
measurements [61]. In addition, there are a number of QED-type systems in which a
cavity QED based scheme can be easily implemented. These include circuit and photonic
crystal based systems [62, 63].

This chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.2 describes the IDP measurement of
an atom in a cavity QED realisation. In Section 2.3, the superadditive measurement and
a cavity QED scheme to realise it are presented. Section 2.4 discusses how experimental
imperfections, such as state misidentification, might affect the proposed scheme. Finally,
Section 2.5 gives a summary of the chapter’s conclusions and a few other remarks.

2.2 Distinguishing between two non-orthogonal
states

Generalised quantum measurements are extensions of projective or von Neumann mea-
surements. Just as for projective quantum measurements, probabilities p( j) for measure-
ment outcomes are calculated using the trace rule

p( j) = Tr(ρ̂Π̂ j), (2.1)

where ρ̂ is the measured state and Π̂ j is the POVM element corresponding to outcome j.
The fact that probabilities are positive means that all eigenvalues of the Π̂ j are positive,
which is written Π̂ j > 0, and consequently also that the Π̂ j are Hermitian. Also, since the
probabilities for all possible outcomes should sum to 1, it follows that

∑
j

Π̂ j = Î, (2.2)

where Î is the identity operator. Generalised quantum measurements are different from
projective measurements in that the measurement operators do not have to be projectors.
This means that there can be more or less measurement outcomes than the number of
dimensions of the measured quantum system.

The Ivanovic-Dieks-Peres (IDP) measurement [43, 44, 45] is a generalised measure-
ment that distinguishes between two non-orthogonal states without error, in other words,
unambiguously. For the measurement to be error-free, however, one must accept that it
will sometimes be inconclusive. The IDP measurement is optimal in the sense that it min-
imises the probability of an inconclusive measurement outcome. Suppose that one wishes
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to distinguish without error between two non-orthogonal quantum states

|ψ1〉 = cosθ |1〉− sinθ |2〉 (2.3)

|ψ2〉 = cosθ |1〉+ sinθ |2〉, 0 < θ < π/4, (2.4)

of a single quantum system e.g. an atom for which |1〉≡ |g〉, |2〉≡ |e〉, and |3〉≡ |i〉, where
|g〉, |e〉, |i〉 are ground, excited and higher excited states respectively. First, the optimal
measurement will depend on the probabilities for preparing these states, i.e. the prior
probabilities. Note also that making a projective measurement in the basis {|ψ1〉, |ψ⊥1 〉},
with |ψ⊥1 〉 = sinθ |1〉+ cosθ |2〉 and obtaining the outcome |ψ⊥1 〉 necessarily indicates
that the prepared state was |ψ2〉. If one obtains |ψ1〉, then one cannot be sure which state
was prepared, and the outcome is inconclusive. Similarly, if one chooses to measure in
the basis {|ψ2〉, |ψ⊥2 〉}, then an outcome |ψ⊥2 〉 indicates that the state was certainly |ψ1〉
and the outcome |ψ2〉 yields an inconclusive result. If one is restricted to standard von
Neumann measurements, choosing to measure in one or the other basis is the best that
can be done in terms of minimising the probability of an inconclusive outcome for the
unambiguous discrimination.

This procedure above is however not always optimal. If the respective probabilities
of preparing |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉, i.e., the prior probabilities, are similar, then the generalised
measurement that gives the lowest possible probability for the inconclusive result has the
measurement operators

Π̂1 = k|ψ⊥2 〉〈ψ⊥2 |, Π̂2 = k|ψ⊥1 〉〈ψ⊥1 |, Π̂? = Î− Π̂1− Π̂2, (2.5)

where k is a positive number which is as large as the positivity of Π̂? will allow, that is,
k = 1/(1+ 〈ψ1|ψ2〉). The minimum probability for the inconclusive result is then given
by p(?)=|〈ψ1|ψ2〉|. Let us denote the prior probabilities as p1 and p2 = 1− p1.

The measurement described in Eq. (2.5) can be physically realised as a measure-
ment in a higher dimensional Hilbert space in an orthonormal basis. This follows from
Naimark’s theorem which states that any generalised measurement can be realised in this
way [41]. The IDP measurement can then be realised in terms of such a projective mea-
surement in an extended Hilbert space by

(a) Extending the initial 2D Hilbert space into a 3D space by adding an extra state |3〉
which is orthogonal to both initial states |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉, resulting in an orthonormal
basis {|1〉, |2〉, |3〉}.

(b) Measuring in a basis {|Π1〉, |Π2〉, |Π3〉} where |Π1〉 ⊥ |ψ2〉 and |Π2〉 ⊥ |ψ1〉. This
measurement can be implemented in two steps:
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(i) Performing a unitary operation Û given by

Û = |1〉〈Π1|+ |2〉〈Π2|+ |3〉〈Π?|. (2.6)

(ii) Doing a standard projective measurement in the {|1〉, |2〉, |3〉} basis. A detec-
tion in the states |1〉 or |2〉 would unambiguously indicate that the unknown
state was |ψ1〉 or |ψ2〉 respectively, while a detection result |3〉 would make
the measurement inconclusive.

The detection probabilities will therefore be

p(1|1) = |〈Π1|ψ1〉|2,

p(2|2) = |〈Π2|ψ2〉|2,

p(1|2) = p(2|1) = |〈Π1|ψ2〉|2 = |〈Π2|ψ1〉|2 = 0,

p(?|1) = p(?|2) = |〈ψ1|ψ2〉|. (2.7)

Here p(k| j) denotes the probability of obtaining a result k given a state j.
Using the basis state vectors |1〉 ≡ [1,0,0]T , |2〉 ≡ [0,1,0]T and |3〉 ≡ [0,0,1]T , one

works out the unitary operation in (2.6) for the optimum measurement to be

Û =
1√
2

 tanθ −1 −
√

1− tan2 θ

tanθ 1 −
√

1− tan2 θ√
2(1− tan2 θ) 0

√
2tanθ

 (2.8)

For experimental realisation, an n×n discrete unitary operator Û may be decomposed
into a product of unitary operators, Tj,k, coupling only two levels, j and k, at a time [64].
This involves finding matrices Tj,k such that

T †
n−1,n · · ·T

†
2,n · · ·T

†
2,4T †

2,3 · · ·T
†

1,n · · ·T
†

1,3T †
1,2Û = I

From which one then deduces that

Û = T1,2T1,3 · · ·T1,n · · ·T2,3T2,4 · · ·T2,n · · ·Tn−1,n.

T †
j,k are n×n unitary matrices which successively transform Û into a diagonal matrix by

reducing the off-diagonal elements to zero, one at a time.
Furthermore, especially when there are many outcomes, this decomposition for a gen-

eralised quantum measurement may be optimised to use the minimum number of such
pairwise operations [65]. In this case, there is only one extra atomic state, and the reali-
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Figure 2.1: Geometrical representation of the IDP measurement. The initial two-dimensional
Hilbert space, where |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 live, is spanned by {|1〉, |2〉}. This is extended to three
dimensions by adding an extra state |3〉 which is orthogonal to each of the two initial basis
states. The measurement consists of a unitary operation Û , followed by a standard projec-
tive measurement in the {|1〉, |2〉, |3〉} basis. The transformed states Û |ψ1〉 and Û |ψ2〉 are
orthogonal to |2〉 and |1〉 respectively.

sation is straightforward,
Û = T̂1,2T̂1,3, (2.9)

where

T̂1,2 =


1√
2
− 1√

2
0

1√
2

1√
2

0

0 0 1

 , and (2.10)

T̂1,3 =

 tanθ 0 −
√

1− tan2 θ

0 1 0√
1− tan2 θ 0 tanθ

 . (2.11)

In summary, one performs T̂1,3, followed by T̂1,2 on the input state |ψ〉 ∈ {|ψ1〉, |ψ2〉} to
obtain |ψ〉′, followed by a projective measurement of |ψ〉′ in the basis {|1〉, |2〉, |3〉}. This
will yield an error probability of zero and a minimum probability of an inconclusive result
p(?) = cos2θ . It is useful to note that when realising this measurement, one may choose
to use an ancillary qubit instead, i.e. an extra atom, rather than an extra atomic level in
one atom. In this case one reassigns the states as |1〉 → |11〉, |2〉 → |12〉, |3〉 → |21〉 and
instead of Eqn. 2.6, perform a unitary operation given by

Û = |11〉〈Π1|+ |12〉〈Π2|+ |21〉〈Π?|+ |22〉〈22| (2.12)

before a detection in the computational basis.
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2.2.1 Cavity QED implementation

The interaction between an atom and a classical field, resonant or quasi-resonant with
the atomic transition between two states |g〉 and |e〉, can be used to realise the IDP mea-
surement outlined above. The required unitary operations result from the action of the
atom-field Hamiltonian, which is [66]

H̃ =
h̄∆r

2
σz− ih̄

Ωr

2
[
e−iϕ

σ++ eiϕ
σ−
]
. (2.13)

Here σz = |g〉〈g|− |e〉〈e| is the Pauli-Z operator, and σ±, the atomic raising and lowering
operators, are defined as σ+ = |g〉〈e| and σ− = |e〉〈g|. Ωr and ∆r are respectively the
classical Rabi frequency and the atom-field detuning, and ϕ is the phase of the classical
field with respect to the atomic transition dipole.

It can be shown from Eq. (2.13) that an interaction lasting for a time t = θ/Ωr with a
resonant field having a phase ϕ effects the transformations

|g〉 −→ cos(θ/2)|g〉+ sin(θ/2)eiϕ |e〉,

|e〉 −→ −sin(θ/2)e−iϕ |g〉+ cos(θ/2)|e〉. (2.14)

This transformation corresponds to the operation of Rg,e(θ ,ϕ) ≡ exp(−iH̃t/h̄), which is
a unitary operator coupling only two levels at a time, that is, the states denoted by |e〉 and
|g〉. If we use the notation |g〉 ≡ [1,0]T and |e〉 ≡ [0,1]T , then Rg,e(θ ,ϕ) is given as

Rg,e(θ ,ϕ) =

(
cos θ

2 −e−iϕ sin θ

2

eiϕ sin θ

2 cos θ

2

)
. (2.15)

Returning to the definition of the basis {|1〉, |2〉, |3〉} above, one may perform the unitary
operator Û for the IDP measurement by setting

T̂1,2 = R1,2(π/2,0) (2.16)

T̂1,3 = R1,3(ϑ ,0), (2.17)

where ϑ = cos−1 ( 1√
3
), and the Rg,e is realised using a Ramsey pulse resonant with the

transition |g〉 ↔ |e〉.
The physical states representing |1〉, |2〉, and |3〉 could be chosen based on conve-

nience of experimental realisation. In doing this, one may wish to bear in mind, for
example, that a direct coupling between |2〉 and |3〉 will not be necessary, and that at the
detection stage, outcome |3〉 represents an inconclusive result. A possible choice of states
could be a 85Rb ladder of Rydberg states; |e〉 ≡ 63P, |g〉 ≡ 61D and |i〉 ≡ 62P, which are
coupled using standard micromaser transitions [67]. The ladder of circular Rydberg states
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with principal quantum numbers n = 49,50,51 could also be used [61]. A final projective
measurement which determines the energy level of the atom would be required. This is
commonly done by means of state selective field-ionisation detection [68, 69, 70, 71],
which involves passing the Rydberg atoms through an increasing electric field and mea-
suring the energy at which the atom is ionised.

2.3 Measurement demonstrating superadditivity
of quantum channel capacity

As mentioned in Section 1.3.2, quantum channels may display superadditivity in classical
information capacity [40, 72, 73]. This means that

Cn > nC1, (2.18)

where C1 is the classical information capacity of a single use of the channel, and Cn is
the classical information capacity of a combination of n uses of the channel. For classical
channels, it holds that

Cn = nC1, (2.19)

meaning that superadditivity is a purely quantum effect as it is displayed only by quantum
channels. This makes it interesting to experimentally demonstrate the superadditivity of
quantum channel capacity. In order to do this, it is necessary to carry out quantum coding
followed by an appropriate collective quantum measurement. One possible scheme is
outlined below.

2.3.1 Trine letter states

Consider a channel coding for sending classical information through a quantum channel
with a given ensemble of quantum states representing the letter states. A clear and simple
example of an ensemble which can be used to demonstrate superadditivity in classical ca-
pacity of a quantum channel is the qubit trine states. Consider the set of ternary symmetric
states of a qubit, that is {|ψ0〉 , |ψ1〉 , |ψ2〉} known as the qubit trine states, with

|ψ0〉 = |0〉,

|ψ1〉 = −1
2
|0〉−

√
3

2
|1〉,

|ψ2〉 = −1
2
|0〉+

√
3

2
|1〉, (2.20)
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to transmit information, where {|0〉, |1〉} is the orthonormal basis set. Using one quan-
tum state drawn from this ensemble one can transmit at most C1 = 0.6454 bits. This is
achieved by sending any two of the states |ψ j〉 with probability 1/2 each and distinguish-
ing between these with the optimal measurement, which, for this specific case, coincides
with the minimum-error or Helstrom measurment [39, 56, 74]. The Helstrom measure-
ment is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

Using two qubits, there are nine possible states. It has been shown [72] that if only
three of these are used, namely

|ψxx〉 = |ψx〉⊗ |ψx〉

=
1
2
(1+ cosϕx)|00〉+ 1

2
sinϕx (|01〉+ |10〉)

+
1
2
(1− cosϕx)|11〉, (2.21)

with ϕx = 2πx/3, where x = 0, 1, 2, then I2 = 1.3690 bits of information can be re-
trieved if the code word states are used with equal probabilities. This is larger than
2C1(= 1.2908). The superadditive quantum coding gain (SQCG), per use of the chan-
nel, is

(I2−2C1)/2 = (1.3690−1.2908)/2 = 0.0391. (2.22)

The measurement used to decode the codewords is the square-root measurement with the
measurement basis states

∣∣Πyy
〉

defined as

∣∣Πyy
〉
≡
(

∑
x
|ψxx〉〈ψxx|

)−1/2

|ψyy〉. (2.23)

In explicit form the codeword states are

|ψ00〉 = |00〉,

|ψ11〉 = [|00〉+
√

3(|01〉+ |10〉)+3|00〉]/4,

|ψ22〉 = [|00〉−
√

3(|01〉+ |10〉)+3|00〉]/4, (2.24)

and the optimal measurement basis is given by

|Π00〉 = cos(γ/2) |00〉− sin(γ/2) |11〉,

|Π11〉 = [sin(γ/2) |00〉+ cos(γ/2) |11〉]/
√

2+(|01〉+ |10〉)/2,

|Π22〉 = [sin(γ/2) |00〉+ cos(γ/2) |11〉]/
√

2− (|01〉+ |10〉)/2,

|A〉 = [|01〉− |10〉]]/
√

2, (2.25)
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where

cos(γ/2) = (
√

2+1)/
√

6, and

sin(γ/2) = (
√

2−1)/
√

6. (2.26)

The outcome corresponding to the state |A〉 will never occur, since all codeword states are
orthogonal to |A〉. This state merely completes the 4-dimensional basis.

The states (2.25) define an entangled measurement basis, and the implementation of
the measurement will require similar resources as a Bell measurement, including entan-
gling interactions. The Bell states are the maximally entangled states

|Φ±〉 = (|00〉± |11〉)/
√

2

|Ψ±〉 = (|01〉± |10〉)/
√

2, (2.27)

and a Bell measurement is a projection in this basis. This can be achieved by first per-
forming a unitary transformation ÛB

ÛB = |00〉
〈
Ψ

+
∣∣+ |01〉

〈
Φ

+
∣∣+ |10〉

〈
Ψ
−∣∣+ |11〉

〈
Φ
−∣∣ (2.28)

on the input Bell state, followed by a projective measurement in the {|00〉, |01〉, |10〉,
|11〉} basis, which is referred to here as the computational basis. Any other transformation
which takes each of the Bell states respectively to any permutation of the computational
basis states, up to global phases, would also do.

The superadditive measurement can be realised in a similar fashion by making a uni-
tary transformation Ûsa on the input states, and following this by a projective measurement
in the computational basis. From Eq. (2.25), Ûsa is given as

Ûsa = |00〉〈Π00|+ |01〉〈Π11|+ |10〉〈A|+ |11〉〈Π22| . (2.29)

In matrix notation, it takes the form

Ûsa =
1
2


2cos(γ/2) 0 0 −2sin(γ/2)√
2sin(γ/2) 1 1

√
2cos(γ/2)

0
√

2 −
√

2 0√
2sin(γ/2) −1 −1

√
2cos(γ/2)

 . (2.30)

Superadditivity can in general only be achieved when an appropriate collective POM
is chosen, namely, detection in an entangled measurement basis [39]. An SQCG of
0.011±0.003 has been experimentally demonstrated by the previously mentioned optical
implementation which uses polarisation and path to encode two qubits [40].
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2.3.2 Cavity QED realisation

The unitary operation Ûsa needed to realise this measurement can be decomposed in terms
of single atom operation and entangling interactions. The single atom rotations corre-
spond to Ramsey pulses R̂1(θ ,ϕ) and R̂2(θ ,ϕ). In the four-dimensional Hilbert space
spanned by the joint basis states of the two 2-level atoms, the unitary transformation
R̂1(θ ,ϕ) effected by a Ramsey pulse on atom 1 is

R̂1(θ ,ϕ) = R̂(θ ,ϕ)⊗ Î, (2.31)

while a Ramsey pulse on atom 2 is

R̂2(θ ,ϕ) = Î⊗ R̂(θ ,ϕ), (2.32)

where ⊗ denotes the tensor product operation.
The entangling operations, on the other hand, can be realised using the interactions

between atoms and a cavity field governed by the two-atom Tavis-Cummings Hamiltonian
in the limit of large detuning [75, 76]. This produces an effective Hamiltonian in which
the field is removed as a degree of freedom, eliminating atom-field entanglement, but
allowing interactions between the two atoms through virtual excitation of the field. This
ensures that no quantum information is exchanged between the atoms and the cavity, so
that the cavity merely mediates interactions between the atoms. Each atom is effectively
a two-state system, detuned from the cavity resonance by ∆. Let g denote the atom-cavity
dipole coupling constant. In the limit of large ∆, the effective Hamiltonian is

H̃eff =−
h̄g2

∆
(σeg,eg +σge,ge +σeg,ge +σge,eg) . (2.33)

This corresponds to a unitary transformation

T̂TC(t) =


1 0 0 0
0 e−itφ cos(tφ) −ie−itφ sin(tφ) 0
0 −ie−itφ sin(tφ) e−itφ cos(tφ) 0
0 0 0 1

 , (2.34)

where φ = g2/∆(s−1) is the effective coupling constant and |00〉 ≡ |gg〉 ≡ [1,0,0,0]T ,
|01〉 ≡ |ge〉 ≡ [0,1,0,0]T , |10〉 ≡ |eg〉 ≡ [0,0,1,0]T and |11〉 ≡ |ee〉 ≡ [0,0,0,1]T denote
the computational basis states.

To elucidate the process of deriving the superadditive measurement using these build-
ing blocks, it is instructive to first consider the Bell measurement briefly. The Bell mea-
surement can be performed with a combination of the operations in Eqs. (2.31), (2.32)
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and (2.34). This will yield a transformation which rotates each of the Bell states, into
some permutation of the computational basis states up to global phases.

This can be done in only four steps. The principle of the process is to take the entan-
gled states to states that are as close as possible to the separable basis states with each step.
The Tavis-Cummings operations are the available two-qubit operations for disentangling
the Bell states. However, it turns out that the detuned Tavis-Cummings operation on its
own cannot disentangle |Ψ±〉. It is necessary to precede it with a Ramsey rotation which
produces a relative phase shift of π/2 between |01〉 and |10〉. In previous work [66, 75],
the phase shifting effect has been achieved using an extra atomic level |i〉. This is done by
performing a Ramsey operation resonant with the |e〉↔ |i〉 transition, before, and then af-
ter the Tavis-Cummings operation. Another proposal suggests introducing a slight delay
between the passage of the two atoms through the cavity [77].

The approach used here is different. As a first step, it involves applying a Ramsey
pulse to the atom 2, i.e., Û1 = R̂2

(
π, 3π

4

)
. This gives the following transformation of the

Bell states:

Û1|Φ±〉 = (|01〉± i|10〉)/
√

2

Û1|Ψ±〉 = (|00〉± i|11〉)/
√

2. (2.35)

The second step is the operation Û2 = T̂TC(
3π

4φ
) to have

Û2Û1|Ψ+〉 = (|00〉− i|11〉)/
√

2

Û2Û1|Φ+〉 = |01〉

Û2Û1|Φ−〉 = |10〉

Û2Û1|Ψ−〉 = (|00〉+ i|11〉)
√

2. (2.36)

The combination of a preceding Ramsey operation on atom 2 and the detuned Tavis-
Cummings operation effectively carries out a transformation which disentangles the |Ψ+〉
and |Φ−〉 states.

The third step is a Ramsey operation Û3 = R̂2 (π,0). The effect of this operation is
simply to interchange |00〉 with |01〉, and |11〉 with |10〉 simultaneously. We have

Û3Û2Û1|Ψ+〉 = (|01〉− i|10〉)/
√

2

Û3Û2Û1|Φ+〉 = |00〉

Û3Û2Û1|Φ−〉 = |11〉

Û3Û2Û1|Ψ−〉 = (|01〉+ i|10〉)
√

2. (2.37)

The resulting entangled states can now be disentangled with a Tavis-Cummings operation
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in a final step before detection. Using Û4 = T̂d(
3π

4φ
) will then give:

Û4Û3Û2Û1|Ψ+〉 = |01〉

Û4Û3Û2Û1|Φ+〉 = |00〉

Û4Û3Û2Û1|Φ−〉 = |11〉

Û4Û3Û2Û1|Ψ−〉 = |10〉. (2.38)

Detection results |00〉, |01〉, |10〉 and |11〉 would now indicate that the inputs were the
Bell states |Ψ+〉, |Φ+〉, |Ψ−〉 and |Φ−〉 respectively. This realisation is similar in its
construction to the realisation on atoms considered in [78].

A similar method is applicable for the superadditive measurement. It is worth noting
that since the outcome corresponding to |A〉 should never occur, it would be sufficient to
make a unitary transformation Û ′sa which takes two of the three states |Π00〉, |Π11〉 and
|Π22〉 uniquely into two of the four computational basis states in the four-dimensional
Hilbert space, say |Π22〉 → |01〉 and |Π11〉 → |11〉; and the remaining measurement basis
state, say |Π00〉, and |A〉 each into superpositions of the two other computational basis
states, say |00〉 and |10〉. This is used here as it may reduce the number of steps in the
experimental realisation.

Obtaining a realisation of Ûsa involves finding a sequence of operations which trans-
forms Û†

sa into a matrix of the form PπD, where Pπ is a permutation matrix and D is a
diagonal matrix. This could be a sequence of unitary operations coupling two basis states
at a time [64]. As with most physical setups, not all pairwise coupling operations are
available in the cavity-QED setup under consideration. This is because of the restriction
to operations T̂TC(t), which couple the pair of basis states |01〉 and |10〉, and single qubit
operations R̂1(θ ,ϕ) and R̂2(θ ,ϕ), which each couple two pairs of basis states at the same
time. The strategy for obtaining a realisation in terms of these is as follows. Since the op-
eration T̂TC couples basis states |01〉 and |10〉, it is natural to first use a Tavis-Cummings
interaction to disentangle these components of the measurement states in Eq. (2.25). In
order to do this, it turns out that one needs to precede the Tavis-Cummings interaction by
two Ramsey pulses as with the Bell measurement explained above. This first pulse se-
quence then takes the states |A〉(= |Ψ−〉) and |Ψ+〉 into the disentangled states |A′〉=|01〉
and |10〉. Next, in order to use a Tavis-Cummings interaction to disentangle the |00〉 and
|11〉 components, one needs to first swap the states |0〉 and |1〉 for any one of the atoms
using Ramsey pulses. It turns out that at the end of this process, which thus comprises two
Tavis-Cummings interactions and a number of Ramsey pulses, |A〉 and the measurement
basis state |Π00〉 are both mapped to superpositions of |00〉 and |10〉, and Ramsey pulses
would be needed in order to map these superpositions to |00〉 and |10〉. As remarked
above, these last Ramsey rotations are not necessarily required.
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This leads to a realisation in seven steps. The first step is a Ramsey rotation on
the atom 2, Û ′1 = R̂2 (π,π). The second step is another Ramsey rotation on atom 2,
Û ′2 = R̂2 (π,3π/4). The third step involves passing the two atoms simultaneously through
the first detuned cavity with the effective interaction time t1 = 3π/(4φ) giving a detuned
Tavis-Cummings interaction described by Û ′3 = T̂TC(t1). Step four is another Ramsey
pulse applied to atom 2 defined as Û ′4 = R̂2 (π,π/2). The fifth step is a second de-
tuned Tavis-Cummings type interaction, Û ′5 = T̂d(t2) with duration t2 = γ

2φ
. The sixth

and seventh steps effectively rotate |A′〉 into a superposition. This is achieved using
Û ′6 = R̂2 (π,(γ−π/2)/4) as the sixth step and Û ′7 = R̂2 (π/2,0) as the seventh step.

These steps lead to the effective unitary operation

Û ′sa =
e−iγ/4

2


−e−iγ/2C −eiγ/2 eiγ/2 e−iγ/2S

−e−iγ/2C eiγ/2 −eiγ/2 e−iγ/2S

−S 1 1 −C

S 1 1 C

 , (2.39)

where S =
√

2sin(γ/2) and C =
√

2cos(γ/2). To clarify the assignment of measurement
results, consider the alternative form

Û ′sa ≡ 1√
2
(|00〉+ |10〉)〈Π00|+ 1√

2
(|00〉− |10〉)〈A|

+ |01〉〈Π22|+ |11〉〈Π11|. (2.40)

This makes it clear that Û ′sa ideally yields the same value as Ûsa for the mutual information,
but is slightly different from Ûsa, since final detection in either |00〉 or |10〉 correspond
to |Π00〉. Recall that all three signal states are orthogonal to |A〉. When Ûsa is used, the
final measurement outcome corresponding to |A〉 should never occur. When experimen-
tal imperfections are included, the mutual information and consequently SQCG may be
different for Ûsa and Û ′sa. This will be made clear shortly.

After performing the seven steps, a subsequent detection in the computational basis
will complete the measurement. The mutual information is given by (see Equations 1.38–
1.42)

I2 = I(X : Y ) (2.41)

= ∑
j

P(x j)∑
k

P(yk|x j) log2

 P(yk|x j)

∑
m

P(xm)P(yk|xm)

 ,
where X and Y denote the sender and receiver respectively, and x j and yk denote the signal
states that were transmitted and received respectively, k, j,m = 1,2,3, ....

The channel matrix resulting from applying the derived pulse sequence and a subse-
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of proposed cavity QED implementation of the POM for
superadditive decoding. This figure shows the scheme for the unitary operation performed
before the final projective measurement by field-ionisation detectors. Atom mirrors have
been implemented using electric, magnetic and light-induced forces (see [79], [80] and ref-
erences therein). If required, it could be realised in this scheme also by using an additional
Tavis-Cummings operation to swap the state from one atom to that of a fresh one traveling
perpendicularly. The superscripts on the operators indicate the order of their application to
the two atom state. These operations are defined in Equations (2.31), (2.32), and (2.34).

quent projective measurement to the input state ρ̂x = |ψx〉〈ψx| are

P(y|x) = Tr(Π̂′yρ̂x), (2.42)

where Π̂′y = |Π′yy〉〈Π′yy|. Substituting the resulting channel matrix elements into Eq. (1.42),
and using prior probabilities

p
(
x j
)
=

1
3
, ( j = 1,2,3) (2.43)

gives SQCG of I2/2−C1 = 0.0391. A schematic diagram outlining the derived imple-
mentation is shown in Fig. 2.2.

2.3.3 Optimality

The question of determining the optimality of a given realisation of a POM using certain
building blocks in a physical setting is non-trivial. For the superadditive measurement, the
optimality of the proposed realisation can be checked simply in terms of the total number
of steps, excluding the more experimentally challenging steps as much as possible. The
Tavis-Cummings interaction is clearly more difficult to realise than the single-atom Ram-
sey operations because it involves a synchronous passage of two atoms through a high-Q
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cavity.
Below is a short proof by contradiction that at least two detuned Tavis-Cummings

interactions is required to realise the superadditive decoding. The canonical Cartan de-
composition of a two-qubit unitary operator U∈ SU(4) [81] shows that if a single detuned
Tavis-Cummings interaction could be used to implement Ûsa (or Û ′sa), then there would
exist w′1, w2, v′1, v2, W ′1, W2, V ′1, and V2 ∈ SU(2) such that

Ûsa = (w′1⊗w2)Td(φ)(v′1⊗ v2) (2.44)

and
Td(φ) = (W ′1⊗W2)Ûsa(V ′1⊗V2). (2.45)

Equation (2.45) is a system of 16 equations. It is easily verified that this system of equa-
tions has no solution. This concludes the proof and gives evidence of the optimality of
our proposed scheme with respect to the number of Tavis-Cummings interactions needed.
Jaynes-Cummings interactions through sequential passage of the atoms through the cavity
can also be used for entangling interactions between atoms. This has proved suitable for
preparing specific entangled two-atom states [58, 75, 77]. However, a main disadvantage
of using the Jaynes-Cummings interactions is the possibility of leakage of atomic excita-
tion into cavity field modes having more than one excitation, since the field has an infinite
number of levels besides {|0〉, |1〉}.

2.4 Experimental imperfections

Both the IDP measurement and the measurement to demonstrate quantum superadditivity
will be affected by experimental imperfections. In particular, when errors are present,
error-free or unambiguous state discrimination in general becomes impossible, and one
should aim for a maximum confidence measurement strategy instead [82, 83, 84]. As
for the measurement that demonstrates superadditivity, it is natural to ask how robust the
superadditive quantum coding gain is with respect to imperfections. This is considered
next.

Experimental imperfections that could adversely affect the overall quality of the reali-
sations of the superadditive measurement, and the SQCG, include initial state preparation
fidelity, Ramsey operation fidelity, Tavis-Cummings operation fidelity and detection er-
rors. The initial state preparation fidelity would depend largely on the fidelity of the
Ramsey operations since they are used to carry out these preparations. In turn, the fidelity
of the Ramsey operations depend on the accuracy to which the parameters θ and ϕ can
be set.

Let us consider how the delay between the atoms affect the results and ultimately the
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Figure 2.3: Plot of the superadditive coding gain as a function of δ , where δ is the delay td(s)
as a percentage of the time t2 (s) spent by both atoms in the second cavity. The same delay is
applied in both cavities.

SQCG. Zheng and Guo [75] have estimated the effect of such a delay on the preparation
of an EPR pair of the form

|ΨEPR〉=
1√
2
(|e,g〉+ i|g,e〉) , (2.46)

which can be prepared by a single Tavis-Cummings operation. This was done by consid-
ering a delay of td = 0.01t between the atoms, where t is the time each atom spends in the
cavity. In this situation, a fidelity of 0.99 was estimated.

Applying this same idea, the time spent in the cavity by the two atoms is then no
longer t but t − td . Such a delay yields an imperfect Tavis-Cummings operation which
affects the coding gain. Fig. 2.3 shows the superadditive coding gain as a function of δ ,
where δ is the delay as a percentage of the longest cavity interaction time in the sequence,
that is, t2 (s) spent in cavity 2. A delay up to 5% of the longest cavity interaction time in
the sequence, which occurs in the second cavity interaction, still gives an SQCG of 0.011
bits.

In the photonic realisation [56], the detection efficiency η , which is the photon count
probability, does not degrade the result on its own. This is because the SQCG is calculated
using a normalised channel matrix. However, when combined with dark counts which
arise from background radiation as well as from carriers generated in a detector even
when no photons are incident, the SQCG is degraded since this effectively results in a
finite probability of misidentification of states.

In a cavity QED realisation, the detection efficiency could be even more problematic
if it depends on the atomic states, for example. Even if the detection efficiency were
independent of the atomic state, state misidentification is a usual problem in detection.
Consider a detection to determine whether a two level atom is in a state |0〉 or |1〉. In the
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perfect case, the detection would be an ideal von Neumann measurement which can be
described by the two projectors

P̂0 = |0〉〈0|, P̂1 = |1〉〈1|. (2.47)

A non-ideal detector, however, might record the wrong state with some probability. This
is the case in atomic state detection schemes where projective measurements are carried
out using field-ionisation detectors, in which the ionisation energy of the atoms serves
as an indicator of the state. This means that for a two-level atom in the state |0〉, the
measurement will give the result 1 with probability p and the result 0 with probability
1− p. In a realistic experimental scenario, the probability of misidentification might not
be symmetric. For instance, it might be more likely to misidentify the atomic state |1〉
as |0〉 than conversely. Let us denote the probability of misidentifying the |0〉 and |1〉
states as p(0|1) ≡ p and p(1|0) ≡ q respectively. Introducing these errors, the effective
measurement is a POM with elements defined as the operators

π̂0 = (1− p)P̂0 +qP̂1

π̂1 = (1−q)P̂1 + pP̂0. (2.48)

This is incorporated into the calculations of the SQCG by first calculating the resulting
single channel capacity C1 and then the mutual information for length-two coding I2. The
resulting C1 is calculated using Eq. (2.41), where the channel matrix corresponding to the
single channel case is used. From this, the SQCG is obtained and plotted in Fig. 2.4 as a
function of the probabilities of misidentification p and q when Ûsa is realised exactly. The
affected channel matrix is given as

P(y|x) = Tr(Ûsaρ̂xÛ†
saM̂y). (2.49)

Here, x and y label the matrix elements. M̂1 = π̂0⊗ π̂0, M̂2 = π̂0⊗ π̂1, M̂3 = π̂1⊗ π̂0,
and M̂4 = π̂1⊗ π̂1 are the elements of the POM describing the imperfect projective mea-
surement in the computational basis. The resulting SQCG plot shows that, even with
rather high probabilities of misidentification, a reasonable amount of superadditive quan-
tum coding gain can still be accessed. Fig. 2.4 also indicates a symmetric trade-off effect
between probabilities p and q.

Let us now use the proposed realisation which effects the unitary transformation Û ′sa.
In this case, the channel matrix elements then become

P(y|x) = Tr(Û ′saρ̂xÛ ′†sa M̂y). (2.50)
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Figure 2.4: Effects of detection errors when Ûsa is used to realise the superadditive measure-
ment. (a) Plot of the difference G0 (bits) between the length-two coding mutual information
and the ideal single channel capacity, G0 = I2/2(p,q)−C1(p = 0,q = 0). (b) Plot of the
actual superadditive coding gain G0 (bits), G = I2/2(p,q)−C1(p,q). G0 and G are plotted as
functions of the probabilities, p and q, of misidentifying states |0〉 and |1〉 of a two-level atom
respectively.

The corresponding values of mutual information for the double channel and the SQCG are
plotted in Fig. 2.5 as functions of the probabilities of misidentification p and q. As shown
in Fig. 2.5(b), reasonable amounts of SQCG can be seen even with rather high levels
of detection errors. Since, in the proposed scheme Û ′sa, the SQCG favors combinations
of higher values of p with lower values q, the physical states representing |0〉 and |1〉
may need to be chosen to ensure that p > q if there is considerable difference between
p and q. Values for the probabilities of state misidentification p (and/or q) of as low as
0.013, for selective detection of some adjacent Rydberg states, have been reported [85].
For a given pair of adjacent Rydberg states, it is also noted that these error probabilities
can be considerably lowered at the expense of the overall detection efficiency, since the
misidentification probabilities are the crucial factors in this scheme.

Finally, it is important to consider feasibility in terms of lifetimes of the atomic states
and cavity decay. The earlier mentioned circular Rydberg states, with principal quantum
numbers n = 50,51 have radiative lifetimes of Tr ' 30 ms, and coupling constant g =

2π×24 kHz. Using an estimated detuning of 10g, the atom-atom interaction time will be
on the order of 10π/g ' 0.2 ms [61]. The time for the entire sequence of operations is
on the order of 2 ms, which is a lot less than Tr. It is also worth noting that whilst in the
detuned cavities, the Purcell effect [86] is suppressed and hence the spontaneous emission
rate is further reduced, leading to longer lifetimes. Cavity decay times of up to 130 ms
have been achieved [87], allowing for interactions to take place long before the dissipative
processes due to the cavity begin to set in. Moreover, since only virtual excitations of the
cavity are to be used in the proposed scheme described here, the effect of cavity decay
is reduced much further. With all these taken into consideration, the proposed scheme is
realisable within the lifetime of available Rydberg states using current or shortly available
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Figure 2.5: Effects of detection errors when Û ′sa is used to implement the superaddi-
tive measurement. (a) Plot of the difference G′0(bits) between the length-two coding mu-
tual information and the ideal single channel capacity, G′0 = I′2/2(p,q)−C1(p = 0,q = 0).
(b) Plot of the actual superadditive coding gain G′ (bits) for our proposed scheme, where
G′ = I′2/2(p,q)−C1(p,q). G′0 and G′ are plotted as functions of the probabilities, p and q, of
misidentifying states |0〉 and |1〉 of a two-level atom respectively.

technologies.

2.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, explicit cavity-QED schemes for experimental realisation of two gener-
alised quantum measurement strategies have been proposed and explained in this chap-
ter. These were unambiguous discrimination of two non-orthogonal quantum states, the
so-called IDP measurement, and the measurement to demonstrate superadditive quan-
tum coding using a ternary quantum alphabet. Realisations of the minimum-error mea-
surements to distinguish between the trine states in Eq. (2.20) [41] and between mirror-
symmetric states [88] would require analysis similar to the IDP measurement outlined
here. Also, similar methods can be used to implement any generalised quantum measure-
ment using cavity QED.

The results above show that these realisations are feasible using current or shortly
available cavity QED technologies. A simple proof confirmed the optimality of the real-
isation of the measurement that demonstrates quantum superadditivity in terms of cavity
usage. The superadditive quantum coding gain is affected by imperfect detection of the
basis states, and even with rather high levels of such experimental imperfections, a rea-
sonable amount of superadditivity can be seen. These results do not address the fact that
in the presence of experimental imperfections, the measurement that one should attempt
to implement in order to demonstrate maximum coding gain might change. It is thus con-
ceivable that even with experimental errors, it may be possible to see a somewhat larger
quantum coding gain than indicated in the results above. In other words, these estimates
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2.5 Conclusion

are lower bounds on the superadditive quantum coding gain, given the assumed level
of errors in the implementation. An example where the optimal quantum measurement
changes in the presence of experimental imperfections is when comparing two coherent
states [89].

The fact that atoms can interact strongly via cavity fields makes it possible to experi-
mentally investigate the implementation of superadditive coding with longer code words
using cavity QED-type systems. It is also interesting to further study realisations of other
generalised quantum measurements which are difficult to realise using linear optics. The
next chapter considers the implementations of optimal quantum measurements using nu-
clear spins associated with a nitrogen-vacancy centre in diamond.
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CHAPTER 3

Optimal quantum measurements of a
single 14N nuclear spin

3.1 Introduction

An important non-trivial quantum information processing task, which until now has only
been realised optically, is optimal unambiguous discrimination between two non-ortho-
gonal quantum states, otherwise known as the Ivanovic-Dieks-Peres (IDP) measurement
[43, 44, 45]. This chapter presents and compares experimental realisations of optimal
quantum measurements for distinguishing between two non-orthogonal quantum states
encoded in a single 14N nuclear spin at a nitrogen-vacancy defect in diamond. This is the
first time these measurements on a quantum system are realised in the solid state. The
main contributions focused on in this chapter are the derivation of the explicit form of
the experimental implementations (such as the pulses needed etc.), and the analysis of
the experimental results and errors. Nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond are very
attractive for quantum information processing (QIP), since their associated spins have
been shown to have long-lived quantum coherence at room temperature [13, 14]. The
measurement schemes implemented include optimal unambiguous state discrimination
(known as IDP) measurement, unambiguous state discrimination using a standard projec-
tive measurement, and minimum-error measurement (known as Helstrom measurement).
The realisation of the last two measurements allows a benchmarking of the IDP measure-
ment against standard projective measurements and to demonstrate the advantage of the
generalised measurement over the best standard projective measurement for unambiguous
discrimination in this system. Measurement efficiencies are found to be above 80% for
all schemes and reach a value of 90% for the IDP measurement.

As discussed in Chapter 2, it is sometimes advantageous to perform a quantum mea-
surement that, by design, is not a standard projective measurement. This is the case when
distinguishing between non-orthogonal quantum states, for instance. This is not possi-
ble to achieve perfectly with certainty. Nevertheless, one can for example minimise the
error [41], or measure in such a way that when a result is obtained it is guaranteed to
be correct. This can be achieved at the expense of sometimes obtaining an inconclusive
result, and such a measurement is referred to as unambiguous [90].
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Figure 3.1: (a) Atomic structure of the nitrogen-vacancy defect in diamond. It consists of a
substitutional nitrogen atom and a neighbouring vacancy in the diamond carbon lattice. (b)
Energy-level scheme of the electron spin mS = 0,−1 states showing the hyperfine structure
in a magnetic field. MW pulses selectively map the nuclear spin state onto the electronic spin
state which are then read out optically.

For a given task, the optimal quantum measurement will not necessarily be a standard
projective measurement, but rather a generalised measurement. For example, while the
minimum-error measurement when distinguishing between two equiprobable nonorthog-
onal states is a projective measurement known as the Helstrom measurement, the opti-
mal unambiguous state discrimination (USD) measurement is a generalised measurement
known as the Ivanovic-Dieks-Peres (IDP) measurement [43, 44, 45].

This type of measurement is relevant for important quantum information tasks in
quantum cryptography [48, 91] and in entanglement swapping protocols [92]. More-
over, it can be useful for quantum communication, when the two signal states are non-
orthogonal after passing through a channel. Yet, while it has been implemented opti-
cally [50, 93], an implementation in solid state has been lacking until now. In order to
perform advanced QIP tasks, the ability to perform such optimal (i.e. possibly gener-
alised) quantum measurements is a basic requirement.

3.2 Experimental realisation

The experiments reported in this chapter are carried out on the 14N nuclear spin (spin
I = 1) of a negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy (NV−) defect in diamond and utilise
a quantum non-demolition (QND) single-shot readout method [94] to measure the spin
states. The structure of the NV− defect is shown in Figure 3.1 (a). It consists of a sub-
stitutional nitrogen atom and a neighbouring vacancy site inside the diamond lattice. It
has an electron spin triplet ground state, that can be prepared and read out by laser il-
lumination. The hyperfine structure of the 14N nuclear spin is shown in Figure 3.1 (b).
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Figure 3.2: Experimental setup for quantum measurements on 14N nuclear spin associated
with an NV− centre on diamond. The charge state post-selection is carried out using the 594
nm orange laser. RF pulses rotate the nuclear spin, which are then coupled to the electronic
spin states using MW pulses. These are in turn read out by means of fluorescence measure-
ments using the green laser. The readout process destroys the electronic spin states but the
nuclear spin states are kept robust by means of a strong magnetic field.

Microwave (MW) pulses can be used to repetitively map the nuclear spin state onto the
electron spin, which can then be optically measured, allowing quantum non-demolition
(QND) single-shot readout of the nuclear spin state. These additional features make it a
promising system for QIP [14, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98]. A schematic diagram of the experi-
mental setup is shown in Fig. 3.2. A confocal microscope objective which was mounted
on a piezoelectric nanometer scale scanner was used to optically address individual NV
centers.

To summarise, the quantum non-demolition measurement of the nuclear spin state is
as follows. The MW pulses selectively map the nuclear spin state onto the electronic spin
states (see Fig. 3.1). The specific MW pulse chosen is determined by the nuclear spin state
to be projected onto to ensure that the NV is taken to the mS = −1 state only when the
nuclear spin is in the probed state, and otherwise it remains in mS = 0. The (532 nm) green
light takes the NV− to an excited state while a high magnetic field (B' 0.64T ) maintains
the nuclear spin polarisation. From this excited state, there are two different decay paths
depending on the electronic spin state. For mS = 0, there will be predominantly radiative
decay into the mS = 0 ground state, while for mS = −1, an inter-system crossing to a
metastable state is more likely to occur from where it decays non-radiatively to the mS = 0
ground state. The fluorescence is therefore lower for mS = −1 than for mS = 0. This
enables optical state detection and also leaves the NV− in the mS = 0 ground state, with
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the nuclear spin state intact. A similar procedure using the orange laser is used to measure
the charge state of the NV enabling charge state post-selection1.

For both measurements, consider the case where the system has been prepared, with
equal prior probabilities pa = pb = 1/2, in one of the two non-orthogonal states

|a〉= cosθ |0〉− sinθ |−1〉, |b〉= cosθ |0〉+ sinθ |−1〉, (3.1)

where 0 ≤ θ < π/4, and θ is half the angle between |a〉 and |b〉, and {|0〉, |1〉} form
an orthonormal basis. Since the states |a〉 and |b〉 are not orthogonal, they cannot be
distinguished from each other with certainty.

The 14N nuclear spin is prepared in these states as follows (see Fig. 3.3(a)). First, it is
initialised to the |mI = 0〉 state by a QND measurement [94]. This preparation is success-
ful whenever the measurement result is mI = 0. In addition, a charge state postselection
is performed on the NV using a charge state measurement as done in [99]. The charge
state is successfully prepared when the outcome of this measurement yields NV−, and
only these instances are used.

The next step is to prepare the two non-orthogonal states (3.1) by applying a 2θ -pulse
resonant with the |mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI =−1〉 transition, with phases 0 and π , producing states
|a〉 and |b〉 respectively, see Fig. 3.1. One may then try to distinguish between these
two states using different measurement schemes. Each scheme basically corresponds to a
particular measurement basis.

To implement the measurement in a given basis, the experiment employs radio fre-
quency (RF) pulses resonant with the 14N spin transitions |mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI = −1〉 and
|mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI =+1〉, which are applied such that the required basis is rotated onto the
{|mI = 0〉, |mI =+1〉, |mI =−1〉}-basis. The final projective measurements are performed
by consecutive single-shot readout measurements on the spin states, where the first posi-
tive result is counted as the outcome (please see Figure 3.3 (b) for an example of readout
of one of three orthogonal spin states). Due to the possibilities of spin flips and/or errors
in each readout measurement in the sequence, there is a probability to obtain multiple or
no positive result at all leading to imperfect detection efficiencies. Details for these errors
in the specific cases are given below.

3.2.1 Unambiguous state discrimination (USD)

USD requires p(a|b) = p(b|a) = 0, where p(a|b) is the probability to obtain result “a”
given that the state was |b〉, and vice versa for p(b|a). A simple way to achieve this is to
perform projective measurement in the two-dimensional space spanned by |0〉 and |−1〉,
either in the basis {|a〉, |a⊥〉} or the basis {|b〉, |b⊥〉}, where |a⊥〉= sinθ |0〉+ cosθ |−1〉

1See Ref. [99] for more details about the charge state postselection.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Illustration of the applied radio frequency pulses to prepare the non-
orthogonal states and perform the IDP measurement. For the Helstrom measurement, the
θ1 pulse is omitted. (b) Histogram of results for single-shot readout of |ã〉 for several prepa-
rations of a single NV center in the state |a〉 with θ = π/4. In each event (preparation and
detection), a level of photocounts below the threshold is taken to correspond to a detection in
the state |ã〉 and the system having been prepared in the state |a〉.

is orthogonal to |a〉, and |b⊥〉= sinθ |0〉−cosθ |−1〉 is orthogonal to |b〉. The result “a⊥”
then guarantees that the state must have been |b〉, and vice versa for “b⊥”, while the re-
sults “a” and “b” are inconclusive. In the following, this method is referred to as standard
unambiguous state discrimination (SUSD). The probability of such an inconclusive out-
come is p? = pi + p j|〈i| j〉|2, i, j = a,b. If the prior probabilities pa and pb are equal,
then p? = (1+ |〈a|b〉|2)/2 ≥ 1/2 for either measurement. If the prior probabilities are
not equal, it will be best to always choose the one with the higher probability. The main
drawback of this protocol is the high probability of an inconclusive result.

3.2.1.1 Standard USD

In order to realise the SUSD measurement in the basis {|a〉, |a⊥〉} and in the basis {|b〉,
|b⊥〉}, unitary operations Ûa and Ûb are respectively performed, followed by a detection
in the {|0〉, |1〉} basis. The unitary operations Ûa = |0〉〈a|+ |1〉〈a⊥| and Ûb = |0〉〈b|+
|1〉〈b⊥| are carried out by RF 2θ and −2θ -pulses, respectively, on the |mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI =

−1〉 transition. Additionally, the scheme applies a π-pulse on the |mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI =

+1〉 transition, and the final projective measurement is performed in the basis {|mI =

+1〉, |mI = −1〉}. This is for a technical reason explained in Sec. 3.3. This SUSD was
implemented as outlined above. In the results of the experimental realisation, the overall
probability to obtain a result (or detection efficiency) was ∼84.6 %. This includes ∼1%
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of multiple positive results. The state |mI = −1〉 then corresponds to |a⊥〉 and |b⊥〉,
depending on the chosen basis, and the state |mI = +1〉 corresponds to the inconclusive
result |a〉 and |b〉 respectively.

3.2.1.2 IDP measurement

The optimal USD (i.e., the IDP measurement) however has three outcomes, correspond-
ing to “a”, “b”, and “inconclusive”. It is optimal in the sense that the probability of an
inconclusive result is the lowest possible for unambiguous determination of the prepared
state, that is for results “a” and “b”. The measurement can be understood as a projective
measurement in an extended three-dimensional space as illustrated in Fig. 3.4(a). This
requires an auxiliary basis state which is provided by the third 14N nuclear spin state,
since there are three spin basis states (I=1). In three dimensions, as Fig. 3.4 (a) shows,
there exist orthonormal states |ã〉, |b̃〉 and |?〉, such that |ã〉 is perpendicular to |b〉, and |b̃〉
is perpendicular to |a〉. A possible choice of such states is given by

|ã〉 =
1√
2

(
tanθ |0〉− |−1〉−

√
1− tan2 θ |+1〉

)
,

|b̃〉 =
1√
2

(
tanθ |0〉+ |−1〉−

√
1− tan2 θ |+1〉

)
,

|?〉 =
√

1− tan2 θ |0〉+ tanθ |+1〉. (3.2)

Using a projective measurement in the basis {|ã〉, |b̃〉, |?〉}, the unambiguity condition
p(a|b) = p(b|a) = 0 holds as required, and the probability p? for an inconclusive out-
come is given by the overlap |〈a|b〉|–the minimum possible value for unambiguous state
discrimination. The Hilbert space can be extended either using an ancillary level, as done
here, or using an ancillary qubit as suggested in the proposal of Chapter 2, or as done
in the optical realisation where the system and ancilla qubits are polarisation and path
respectively [50]. A general method for working out how to realise generalised quantum
measurements is given in Ref. [52]. The measurement in the basis {|ã〉|b̃〉, |?〉} can be
implemented for example by first performing a unitary operation

Û = |0〉〈ã|+ |−1〉〈b̃|+ |+1〉〈?|, (3.3)

followed by a projective measurement in the {|0〉, |−1〉, |+1〉} basis. Detection in |0〉
or |−1〉 now unambiguously indicates that the unknown state was |a〉 or |b〉 respectively,
while the result |+1〉 is inconclusive. The conditional probabilities for different results
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Figure 3.4: Geometrical representation of (a) the IDP measurement. The initial two-
dimensional Hilbert space, where |a〉 and |b〉 live, is spanned by {|0〉, |−1〉}. The mea-
surement is a projective measurement in the basis {|ã〉|b̃〉, |?〉}, where |ã〉 is orthogonal to
|b〉 and |b̃〉 is orthogonal to |a〉. It can be realised by first making the unitary operation Û
in Eq. (3.5), followed by a projective measurement in the {|0〉, |−1〉, |+1〉} basis. (b) The
Helstrom measurement basis {|a′〉, |b′〉}.

are [43, 44]

p(a|a) = |〈ã|a〉|2 = 1−|〈a|b〉|= p(b|b) = |〈b̃|b〉|2

p(a|b) = p(b|a) = |〈ã|b〉|2 = |〈b̃|a〉|2 = 0

p(?|a) = p(?|b) = |〈a|b〉|. (3.4)

Here p( j|k) denotes the conditional probability of obtaining a result | j〉 given a state |k〉,
with j,k = a,b. The average probability of correctly identifying a prepared state is then
pcorr = p(a|a)pa+ p(b|b)pb, where p j are the prior probabilities, i.e., for preparing states
| j〉. Also, the average error probability is perr = p(b|a)pa + p(a|b)pb, while the average
probability of an inconclusive outcome is p? = p(?|a)pa + p(?|b)pb.

Defining the basis vectors as |0〉 ≡ [1,0,0]T , |−1〉 ≡ [0,1,0]T and |+ 1〉 ≡ [0,0,1]T ,
where the superscript T denotes transpose, Û can be written as [43, 44, 45]

Û =
1√
2

 tanθ −1 −
√

1− tan2 θ

tanθ 1 −
√

1− tan2 θ√
2(1− tan2 θ) 0

√
2tanθ

 . (3.5)

Û may then be decomposed into a product of unitary operators coupling two levels at
a time [52, 64]. For experimental convenience, the scheme employs a decomposition of
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the form Û = T̂0,−1T̂0,+1 [93], where

T̂0,−1 =
1√
2

 1 −1 0
1 1 0
0 0

√
2

 , (3.6)

T̂0,+1 =

 tanθ 0 −
√

1− tan2 θ

0 1 0√
1− tan2 θ 0 tanθ

 . (3.7)

This corresponds to a pulse sequence consisting of a θ1 = 2arcsin(
√

1− tan2 θ) RF pulse
resonant with the |mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI =+1〉 transition, followed by a θ2 = π/2 pulse resonant
with the |mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI = −1〉 transition. As before, a RF π-pulse is applied on the
|mI = 0〉↔ |mI =+1〉 transition, such that if the RF pulses have no effect due to improper
electron initialisation, the measurement result will be inconclusive since the spin will stay
in |mI = 0〉, which gives an inconclusive result (see Fig. 3.1). The detection is completed
with a projective measurement in the basis {|mI = 0〉,|mI = −1〉,|mI = +1〉}. A positive
result on |mI = −1〉 (|mI = +1〉) corresponds to state |a〉 (|b〉), and a positive result on
|mI = 0〉 corresponds to an inconclusive result. The IDP measurement was implemented
as outlined above. In the results of the experimental realisation, the average detection
efficiency of the final readout is ∼90.2%. This includes ∼10.2% of multiple positive
results.

3.2.2 Minimum-error (Helstrom) measurement

The Helstrom measurement minimises the error in the result in the case where inconclu-
sive outcomes are not allowed. It gives a higher probability to obtain a correct result than
an unambiguous measurement, but at a cost—an obtained result is not guaranteed to be
correct. For the two equiprobable states |a〉 and |b〉 under consideration, the Helstrom
measurement is simply a projective measurement in a two-dimensional orthonormal basis
{|a′〉, |b′〉} which is symmetric around |a〉 and |b〉 (see Fig. 3.4 (b)), such that |a〉 has a
larger overlap with |a′〉 and |b〉 a larger overlap with |b′〉. In our case,

|a′〉 =
1√
2
(|0〉− |−1〉) (3.8)

|b′〉 =
1√
2
(|0〉+ |−1〉) . (3.9)

A detection in state |a′〉 corresponds to |a〉, and a detection in state |b′〉 to |b〉. For two
states |a〉 and |b〉 with prior probabilities pa and pb, the Helstrom measurement has an
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3.2 Experimental realisation

error probability given by [41]

popt
err =

1
2
(1−

√
1−4pa pb|〈a|b〉|2). (3.10)

This optimum result is obtained when the states |a′〉 and |b′〉 are modified based on the
prior probabilities. The probability to obtain a correct result is given by pcorr = 1− popt

err ,
which is the highest possible probability to identify the state correctly. For two equiprob-
able states |a〉 and |b〉 the Helstrom measurement is implemented by performing only the
rotation (3.6), i.e, the RF π/2-pulse on the |mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI = −1〉 transition. Again, an
RF π-pulse on the |mI = 0〉 ↔ |mI = +1〉 transition is applied to take care of possible
electronic spin initialisation errors. Finally, the scheme uses a projective measurement in
the basis {|mI = +1〉,|mI = −1〉}, corresponding to the outcomes “a” and “b”, with an
efficiency of ∼83.1%, including ∼1.1% of multiple positive results in the experimental
realisation.

A summary of the three measurement schemes in shown in Table 3.1. The results of
the three measurements are shown in Fig. 3.5, where it shows the average probability of
correctly identifying a prepared state pcorr = p(a|a)pa+ p(b|b)pb, the average probability
for an inconclusive result p? = p(?|a)pa + p(?|b)pb, and the average probability for con-
clusive but incorrect identification perr = p(b|a)pa+ p(a|b)pb (i.e. making an error). The
conditional probabilities are found to be similar, that is p(a|a)≈ p(b|b), p(b|a)≈ p(a|b),
and p(b|a)≈ p(a|b) in our experiments.

First, it is useful to compare the generalised quantum measurement (IDP) with the
simpler SUSD measurement, to see how the increased experimental complexity affects its
performance. In Fig. 3.5 (a) and (b), it is evident that the probability of a conclusive result
and the probability for an inconclusive result is always better for the IDP measurement
than for the SUSD measurement, as expected. However, Fig. 3.5 (c) shows that this is
also partly due to a higher error probability for the IDP measurement for large 〈a|b〉. The
reason for these errors is discussed below, and is expected to reduce with improvement in
the experimental control of the NV.

While the Helstrom measurement minimises errors when no inconclusive results are
allowed, USD measurements are supposed to give unambiguous (error-free) results by
allowing an inconclusive outcome. However, the results of the experimentally realised
unambiguous measurements are not guaranteed to be correct either, due to inevitable ex-
perimental imperfections. It is therefore important to check how the errors resulting from
imperfections in the realisation of the unambiguous measurement compare with the error
probability of the ideal optimal minimum-error measurement, as well as with the error
probability in an experimental realisation of the minimum-error measurement.

As expected, Fig. 3.5 (a) shows that the probability of obtaining a correct result is
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Figure 3.5: Experimental results of unambiguous and minimum-error discrimination of
non-orthogonal states. The two non-orthogonal states |a〉 and |b〉 are prepared with equal
prior probabilities, pa = pb = 1/2. The probabilities for correct identification pcorr =
p(a|a)pa + p(b|b)pb, inconclusive outcomes p? = p(?|a)pa + p(?|b)pb and incorrect out-
comes perr = p(b|a)pa + p(a|b)pb are shown in figures(a), (b) and (c) respectively. Probabil-
ities are plotted as functions of overlap 〈a|b〉 = cos2θ . The experimental error bars account
only for uncertainty due to measurement shot noise.

highest for the Helstrom measurement. The probability of making an error is shown in
Fig. 3.5 (c). This shows that for small overlap |〈a|b〉|, this probability is only a few
percent for the three measurement protocols. Also, the error in the implementation of the
IDP measurement is never greater than that of the Helstrom measurement. Only for small
overlap does the error in the implementation of the IDP measurement slightly exceed the
ideal minimum-error bound.

3.3 Error discussion

The main source of errors, which lead to discrepancies between ideal theoretical pre-
dictions and the experimental results, is decoherence due to the limited lifetime of the
nuclear spin during the QND readout. One effect this has is a reduction of the available
time for fluorescence measurements which in turn reduces the photon count for single-
shot readout, thereby increasing measurement uncertainty due to photon shot noise. For
example, even though the spin is in the state |mI = +1〉, the count rate corresponding to
state |mI = 0〉 or |mI = −1〉 is detected. Also, there is a finite probability for the nuclear
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3.3 Error discussion

Measurement d unambiguous error % efficiency %

SUSD 2 yes ∼ 3.5 84.6
IDP 3 yes 4−7.5 90.2

Helstrom 2 no > 3.5 83.1

Table 3.1: A summary of the IDP, Helstrom and SUSD experimental measurement results.
d is the dimension of the Hilbert space used for the measurement. While the IDP and SUSD
measurements have zero error probability in the ideal case, the Helstrom measurement has
an inherent error probability which adds to errors due to experimental imperfections. The
indicated error is the overall observed in the experimental realisation of each scheme. The
ideal efficiency for each of the measurements is 100%.

spin state to flip during the measurement and this is especially important when consecu-
tive projections are being done on all three spin states. Due to these errors, it is possible
to obtain more than one positive result for the measurement, or none at all. Since the
probability for the spin flip increases with time, the first positive result is counted as the
outcome since subsequent positive results are more likely to be due to errors.

Figure 3.6: Measured spin flip probabilities due to limited single-shot readout fidelity. The
plot shows the transition matrix calculated from analysing ≈ 16,800 state preparations. This
is obtained by initialising the NV center in state |mI =−1〉, |mI = 0〉 or |mI =+1〉 and there-
after performing a readout of the state in the {|mI =−1〉, |mI = 0〉, |mI =+1〉} basis.

The probability to get a false positive result is increased if a neighbouring spin state
(with ∆mI = ±1) is highly populated. To highlight this, Fig. 3.6 shows an example of
measurement results demonstrating typical values of single-shot readout error probabil-
ity. This is why the error probability of the IDP measurement is higher for large 〈a|b〉
compared to the standard unambiguous measurement in Fig. 3.5 (c), since for the IDP
measurement the inconclusive result corresponds to |mI = 0〉 and the conclusive result
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|mI =−1〉 or |mI =+1〉, whereas for the standard unambiguous measurement the incon-
clusive result corresponds to |mI =+1〉 and the conclusive result |mI =−1〉.

Another point to consider is the imperfect electronic initialisation, either due to errors
in the charge state postselection (see Ref. [99]), or because the electron spin is not properly
polarised. In both cases, this affects the nuclear spin transition frequencies by hyperfine
interaction, and the RF pulses, which are designed for the electron being in the mS = 0
NV− ground state, will have no effect on the nuclear spin. In this case, the nuclear spin
will stay in the initialised state, which is mI = 0. By applying a final π pulse on the |mI =

0〉 ↔ |mI = +1〉 transition, this scheme ensures that the state |mI = 0〉 is either not used
(for the standard unambiguous and Helstrom measurements), or counted as inconclusive
(for the IDP measurement).

3.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, this chapter has discussed an experimental realisation and comparison of
three different measurement schemes to distinguish between non-orthogonal quantum
states—an important task in quantum information processing. These measurements in-
clude optimal unambiguous state discrimination and the minimum-error or Helstrom mea-
surement. Previously, optimal unambiguous state discrimination had only been realised
using photons [50, 93]. The ability to perform generalised measurements on NV− centres
is of interest for implementations of solid-state quantum computing. The realised IDP
measurement for NV− centres outperforms standard projective measurements, and gives
further evidence that NV− centres in diamond are a favourable candidate for solid state
quantum information processing at room temperature.
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CHAPTER 4

Fair sampling, Bell inequalities and
entanglement dimension

4.1 Introduction

Quantum correlations resulting in violations of Bell inequalities have generated a lot of
interest in quantum information science and fundamental physics. This chapter addresses
some open questions that become relevant in Bell-type tests involving systems with local
dimension greater than 2. For CHSH-Bell tests within 2-dimensional subspaces of such
high-dimensional systems, it has been suggested that experimental violation of Tsirelson’s
bound (see Sec. 1.2.1) indicates that more than 2-dimensional entanglement was present.
This chapter explains that the overstepping of Tsirelson’s bound is due to violation of
fair sampling (a condition that the sample of detected pairs is representative of the pairs
emitted), and can in general be reproduced by a separable state, if fair sampling is vio-
lated. The main contribution in this chapter is to demonstrate that for a class of Bell-type
inequalities generalised to d-dimensional systems, a certain level of violation would guar-
antee d-dimensional entanglement of the tested state, when fair sampling is satisfied. It
is also shown that this can be used as an experimentally feasible test of d-dimensional
entanglement for up to quite high values of d. This is done through analytical derivation
of bounds on the violations as well as the numerical calculations of the bounds for some
specific cases.

Bell inequalities [35, 36] must be obeyed by any local hidden-variable theory, but
are violated by quantum mechanics. Many experiments have shown violation of Bell
inequalities, see e.g. Refs. [100, 101, 102, 103]. To date, all photon-based Bell test
experiments suffer from the fair sampling or detection loophole. This refers to the pos-
sibility of obtaining a violation of a Bell inequality with a local hidden-variable theory
due to loss [36, 104, 105, 106, 107]. In order to close the detection loophole without
making any assumptions regarding the fairness of the sampling, detection efficiencies
must be above certain threshold values, [108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115] and
this has been achieved in tests using ions [103]. The bound on loss may vary according
to the setting considered. In particular, it has recently been shown that bounds on loss
may be less stringent for tests using high-dimensional systems [116]. Imperfections in
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4.1 Introduction

experimental coincidence detection schemes may also result in false violations of Bell
inequalities [117, 118].

A standard form of the fair sampling condition requires that loss be independent of
measurement settings [36, 100, 119, 120]. It has however been shown that this is not
necessary; the loss may depend on the measurement settings. To test local hidden-variable
theories, it is necessary and sufficient that the detection efficiency factorises as a function
of the measurement settings and the tested state [121]. This is a more relaxed condition
than the form of fair sampling assuming that loss is independent of the measurement
settings. It is important to note that, in order to judge whether fair sampling is satisfied
or not, the detection efficiencies that should be considered refer not only to the efficiency
of the final detection, that is, the efficiencies of the actual detectors used. The detection
efficiency must take all of the measurement process into account, including for example
the losses associated with the selection of measurement bases. Fair sampling may be
violated even if the final detection process is very efficient.

Bell inequalities involve probabilities for certain combinations of outcomes to occur,
when measurements are made on different parts of a quantum system. Experiments, how-
ever, usually measure these probabilities in terms of count rates normalised by total count
rates. The total rate is usually given by the sum of the count rates for all the outcomes
obtained with a particular combination of measurement settings. The total count rate may
not correspond in a simple way to the total probability for the source to emit a state.
Normalising using underestimated “total count rates” may lead to anomalous “Bell vio-
lations” even for separable states, and violation of Tsirelson’s bound [37] for entangled
states.

Postselection schemes that do not satisfy fair sampling may thus be used to increase
Bell violation both for separable and entangled states, see e.g. Refs. [121, 122, 123, 124,
125, 126, 127]. In addition to this, certain kinds of postselection, while preserving the
separable state bound, lead to a violation of Tsirelson’s bound with two-qubit entangled
states [121, 124]. This chapter considers situations that are especially relevant for tests of
Bell inequalities with high-dimensional systems, such as when using the orbital angular
momentum of light. Recently, a number of experiments have reported violations of Bell
inequalities using subspaces of high-dimensional quantum systems, [128, 129, 130] and
it has been suggested that Tsirelson’s bound may be violated using a similar setup as a
demonstration of high-dimensional entanglement [131]. It is therefore important to be
aware of the exact forms the violation of fair sampling could take for such experiments.
This chapter demonstrates that the fair sampling assumption may be violated in more
subtle ways using current setups if care is not taken. In particular, for high-dimensional
systems, the fair sampling assumption can be violated even if the final detection efficiency
is 100% in the tested subspaces.
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Source
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Figure 4.1: Schematic view of a CHSH-Bell test. Each of the two detectors has two possible
settings. The outputs from the detectors give four different pairwise coincidence rates for each
combination of detector settings. The four different combinations of detector settings give in
total 4×4=16 coincidence rates, that are used for calculating the CHSH-Bell parameter S.

The rest of the chapter begins by reviewing the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH)
Bell inequality and the use of postselection and fair sampling. Through examples which
are especially relevant for experiments using the orbital angular momentum of light, it
then illustrates how fair sampling may be violated in non-standard ways. In such cases, it
is possible to incorrectly infer “violations” of the CHSH inequality even for a separable
state independent of the efficiency of the final detection. Also, an entangled state may
produce anomalously high Bell inequality violations. An example where the different
measurement settings do satisfy the fair sampling condition is then considered. In this
case, the maximal violation for a quantum state is 2

√
2 in agreement with Tsirelson’s

bound. The final part of this chapter considers what may be deduced from the level of
violation about the dimensionality of entanglement present in the tested state, in the case
of a family of generalised Bell-type inequalities.

4.2 The CHSH-Bell inequality

The most common form of Bell inequality [35] is due to Clauser, Horne, Shimony and
Holt [36]. Suppose that one can choose to measure either observable A or B on one
quantum system, and either observable C or D on a second system, see Figure 4.1. The
measurement outcomes for these observables are denoted by a,b,c,d, respectively, and
can take values ±1. If, for an individual experimental run, definite values can actually
be assigned to these measurement outcomes, independent of whether the corresponding
measurements are made or not (realism), and independent of what measurement is made
on the other quantum system (locality), then these individual measurement outcomes must
satisfy

ac+ad +bc−bd = a(c+d)+b(c−d) =±2. (4.1)
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Let us denote the average of ac when the measurements are repeated many times for
identically prepared states by

E(a,c) = p(a = c)− p(a =−c), (4.2)

and similar for the other measurement combinations. If Eq. (4.1) is averaged over many
experimental runs, then this results in the familiar CHSH-Bell inequality,

S = |E(a,c)+E(a,d)+E(b,c)−E(b,d)| ≤ 2, (4.3)

where S is the Bell parameter. Violation of this inequality means either that a value cannot
be assigned to an individual measurement outcome independently of that measurement
being made, or independently of a measurement on a distant quantum system being made,
or both. Experimental violation of this inequality therefore cannot be explained using a
local realist theory. For a singlet state |Ψ−〉 = 1/

√
2(|+−〉− |−+〉) of two spin-1/2

quantum systems, one obtains E(a,c) = −a · c if spin is measured along the direction a
on the first system and along c on the second system. S = 2

√
2 may be obtained e.g.

by choosing measurement directions a = z,b = x,c =−(z+x)/
√

2 and d = (z−x)/
√

2.
For a quantum state, 2

√
2 is the maximal possible violation of the CHSH inequality,

referred to as Tsirelson’s bound [37]. Indeed, for any entangled quantum state, there is
a maximal amount of violation which is possible. In general, this corresponds to the
maximum eigenvalue of the corresponding Bell operator as described below.

4.3 Postselection and fair sampling

In an experiment, one cannot directly measure the probabilities p(a = c), p(a = −c),
p(a = d), and so on. Instead, what is measured, in optical experiments for example,
are count rates, such as coincidence count rates R(a = c), R(a = −c), R(a = d) etc. for
different combinations of measurement settings. Typically, one then calculates

Ẽ(a,c) =
R(a = c)−R(a =−c)
R(a = c)+R(a =−c)

, (4.4)

and similar for other combinations of measurement settings. Taking into account only the
detected outcomes constitutes postselection. The CHSH-Bell inequality with postselec-
tion is

S = Ẽ(a,c)+ Ẽ(a,d)+ Ẽ(b,c)− Ẽ(b,d)≤ 2. (4.5)

Similar expressions can be formed for measurements with more than two outcomes and
Bell inequalities for high-dimensional systems. In using Eq. (4.5) instead of Eq. (4.3),
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one assumes that the detected events are representative also of the undetected events.
In particular, one assumes that Rtot(a,c) = R(a = c)+R(a = −c), and similar for other
combinations, are total count rates for which the detection efficiencies satisfy the fair
sampling condition. Detection efficiencies are essentially the count rates, for particular
measurement settings and the state measured, divided by the total emission rate of the
source. For example, Rtot(a,c) = E(A,C, ρ̂)Rsource, where Rsource is the total emission
rate for the source and E(A,C, ρ̂) is the measurement efficiency for settings A,C and
measured state (or hidden variable) ρ̂ . Note that the analogously defined efficiencies for
different outcomes for one measurement setting and a given state need not be equal for us
to be able to define an “overall” efficiency for that measurement setting and state.

As mentioned earlier (Section 4.1), a more relaxed version of the fair sampling con-
dition states that in order to rule out local hidden-variable theories, it is necessary and
sufficient that the single-party efficiencies factorise as a function of the measurement set-
tings and the state or hidden variable. That is, detection efficiencies must factorise as
E(k,ρ) = E(k)E(ρ̂) for all settings k for measurements on a subsystem, and for all states
ρ̂ [121]. Moreover, if this condition holds, then any value of a Bell parameter that can be
obtained with a separable state using postselection can also be obtained without postse-
lection, with some other separable state. Also for entangled states, a violation that can be
obtained with postselection can also be obtained without postelection. This means that if
the fair sampling assumption is satisfied, then Tsirelson’s bound cannot be violated.

Both versions of the fair sampling condition (i.e. the one that requires that detection
efficiencies be independent of measurement settings and the one that only requires that
the efficiencies factorise into functions of measurement setting and the state) may fail
explicitly especially when a Bell inequality is tested on high-dimensional systems, if the
different measurement settings do not equally sample the same parts of the Hilbert space.
Essentially, this leads to “too low” total count rates for different measurement settings,
and consequently too high values of Ẽ. This will become clearer when one considers the
fair sampling condition in terms of measurement operators.

4.3.1 Fair sampling for quantum measurements

The necessary and sufficient fair sampling assumption can also be stated in the context of
quantum measurements [121]. If the measurement operators are known, e.g. one knows
what quantum measurements one aims for in an experiment, one may easily check if
the fair sampling condition is satisfied. Consider a test of a Bell inequality. Each mea-
surement on one of the subsystems is described by positive measurement operators Π̂k,m

where k labels the measurement setting and the index m runs over the possible outcomes.
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The sum of the measurement operators for a setting k is given by the positive operator

Q̂k = ∑
m

Π̂k,m ≤ 1, (4.6)

which can be less than the identity operator in the space of the concerned subsystem, in
order to model loss. (If a measurement operator Π̂k,0 corresponding to “no detection” is
added, then Q̂k+Π̂k,0 = 1, the identity operator on the concerned subsystem.) The single-
party detection efficiency for measurement setting k, when the state ρ̂ is measured, is
given by E(k,ρ) = Tr(Q̂kρ̂), and is equal to the total probability to obtain an outcome for
measurement setting k and state ρ̂ . In terms of measurement operators, the fair sampling
condition E(k,ρ) = E(k)E(ρ) is equivalent to

Q̂k = E(k)Q̂, (4.7)

where 0 < E(k)≤ 1 and the positive operator Q̂≤ 1 is independent of k. This means that
the different measurements for the k settings must sample different parts of the Hilbert
space in an equal way, and can only differ in their overall efficiency E(k).

This also directly shows how entanglement concentration [132, 133] works in this
context (see Sec. 5.5). An operator Q̂ in (4.7) that is not proportional to the identity oper-
ator (on the relevant Hilbert space) means that parts of the incident state are “unequally”
filtered out. This filtering can be done either as part of the measurements for the different
settings, as implicit in the above treatment, or by first performing a measurement with
measurement operators Q̂ and 1− Q̂, where 1− Q̂ corresponds to the loss in the filter-
ing. If the outcome corresponding to Q̂ is obtained, the entanglement concentration has
succeeded, the state is transformed to Q̂1/2ρ̂Q̂1/2/Tr(Q̂ρ̂), and one can proceed with a
further measurement. Any such filtering is consistent with fair sampling, and cannot lead
to apparent violation of a Bell inequality by a separable state, or violation of Tsirelson’s
bound for an entangled state. Within these bounds, specific choices of Q̂ for particular
input states may lead to enhancement of the violation.

4.4 Violation of fair sampling for high-dimensional quan-
tum systems

If the different measurement settings on one subsystem do not equally sample the same
parts of the Hilbert space, that is, Q̂k 6= E(k)Q̂, then the fair sampling assumption is vi-
olated. This can lead to anomalously high Bell violations both for separable and entan-
gled states ρ̂ . That is, fair sampling can be explicitly violated with local measurements
due to bias in the postselection. This is especially relevant for Bell experiments with
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4.4 Violation of fair sampling for high-dimensional quantum systems

high-dimensional systems, for example, using the orbital angular momentum of light
(OAM) [128, 129, 130]. A high-dimensional Bell-test experiment using photon OAM
states is introduced and described in Chapter 5. However, let us briefly note here that
the eigenstates of the angular momentum operator L̂z in the paraxial limit are Laguerre-
Gaussian modes of light with an azimuthal angular phase dependence of exp(−i`φ),
where ` is an integer. Such beams carry an orbital angular momentum of `h̄ per pho-
ton [134]. In contrast to polarisation, which gives a two-dimensional state space, using the
OAM of light in principle allows us to access an infinite-dimensional space. In practice,
the number of OAM eigenstates considered is limited due to experimental constraints, but
as explained in Chapter 5, violation of Bell inequalities in 12×12 dimensions has been
observed using the OAM of entangled twin beams.

In experiments using the orbital angular momentum of light, detection is often done
using either etched phase plates, or computer-controlled spatial light modulators (SLMs)
acting as reconfigurable holograms. In the rest of this chapter, both are referred to as
‘SLMs’. An SLM can be used to change a chosen superposition of OAM eigenmodes
to the mode with ` = 0. This beam can then be focused onto a pinhole detector and
detected. The eigenmode with ` = 0 is the only eigenmode with a non-zero intensity on
the beam axis. Any eigenmode with ` 6= 0 necessarily has zero intensity on the beam axis,
because of the phase singularity there, and will not give any signal. For example, one can
configure the SLM to add an OAM of 2h̄ per photon. An incident `=−2 beam will then
be changed into an `= 0 beam and detected, while a beam with any other ` will result in
no signal.

In the ideal case, detection using an SLM is essentially described by measurement
operators |φ〉〈φ |,1− |φ〉〈φ |, where |φ〉 may be an angular momentum eigenstate |`〉 or
a superposition of such eigenstates. The measurement operator |φ〉〈φ | corresponds to a
detector firing, whereas the outcome 1− |φ〉〈φ | corresponds to no detector firing. This
assumes that the efficiency of the final detection, including any optics used for the beam
focusing, is 100%, and that there are no dark counts. In a more realistic case (but still
with no dark counts) the measurement can be described using measurement operators
p|φ〉〈φ |,1− p|φ〉〈φ |, where 0 ≤ p < 1. The examples given here correspond to p = 1,
since they are meant to illustrate that irrespective of detector efficiency, fair sampling
may be violated. It is straightforward to extend these examples to cases where p 6= 1,
with identical conclusions.

When testing CHSH-type Bell inequalities using the orbital angular momentum of
light, two-outcome measurements may be realised using two different settings of an SLM
in one light beam, and registering the count rate in each case. The settings can be de-
scribed using the projectors |φ〉〈φ | and |φ⊥〉〈φ⊥|. The rest of the Hilbert space is ef-
fectively not sampled. One also assumes that the count rates would remain the same if
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4.4 Violation of fair sampling for high-dimensional quantum systems

projections onto both states were simultaneously made. Multidimensional measurements
may be realised with more settings of the SLM. If care is not taken, this technique may
give measurements on the subsystems that explicitly violate the fair sampling condition
(4.7).

An experiment to demonstrate violation of Bell inequalities in up to 12×12 dimen-
sions is described in Chapter 5. There, the alteration of a single parameter of the state of
a reconfigurable SLM was sufficient to change between the d basis states required for one
measurement setting, thus sampling a high-dimensional space. In this case, the d states
of the SLMs were chosen so that the resulting measurements did obey the fair sampling
condition. In general, however, keeping the configuration of an SLM the same while, for
example, physically rotating it relative to the beam axis, does not guarantee that different
measurement settings so obtained sample the same state space and obey the fair sampling
condition. Quite obviously, one could e.g. choose any pair of the basis states used in that
experiment for one d-outcome measurement setting (with d > 2), and the result would be
a two-outcome projection onto some orthogonal states |θ〉 and |θ⊥〉. Picking another pair
would give a projection onto two other states |φ〉 and |φ⊥〉. Clearly, unless the pairs are
the same, it holds that |θ〉〈θ |+ |θ⊥〉〈θ⊥| 6= |φ〉〈φ |+ |φ⊥〉〈φ⊥|, meaning that these two
measurement settings explicitly violate the fair sampling condition irrespective of the de-
tection efficiencies within the sampled subspaces. The example below demonstrates this
in further detail. Other similar examples are easy to construct, and violation of the fair
sampling condition is the reason for the anomalously high Bell violation in a suggested
experiment using the OAM of light [131]. In such a case, one has to carefully examine
the measurements used in order to determine what the relevant bound for a local-hidden
variable theory is.

All this also implies that care has to be taken before assigning meaning to the coinci-
dence counts as a function of the ‘orientation’ of an SLM in one beam, while keeping the
SLM in the other beam fixed, in analogy with coincidence curves for polarisation experi-
ments. Note that measurements on different subsystems are allowed to sample the Hilbert
space unequally, as long as all measurements on the same subsystem sample the space
equally. Whether the settings of an SLM lead to fair sampling or not does not depend on
how the SLM in the other beam is configured.

4.4.1 S=4 using a classically correlated state

Consider a test of a CHSH-type inequality, and that the state space of each of the two sub-
systems is four-dimensional, spanned by the states |1〉i, |2〉i, |3〉i, |4〉i, where i = 1,2 refers
to quantum subsystem 1 or 2. This could result from considering a four-dimensional sub-
space spanned by four orbital angular momentum states or any other four-dimensional
space. Similar examples may be constructed using fewer dimensions, but this case is in-
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4.4 Violation of fair sampling for high-dimensional quantum systems

teresting as it yields maximal Bell violation for measurements that are perfect projections
within the subspaces. Also, assume that the source state is the separable mixture

ρ̂ =
1
4
(|1,1〉〈1,1|+ |2,2〉〈2,2|+ |3,3〉〈3,3|+ |4,4〉〈4,4|) , (4.8)

where | j,k〉 denotes | j〉1⊗ |k〉2. The same statistics can of course be achieved with an
entirely classical joint probability distribution. Also, if each subsystem is measured in the
basis {|1〉, |2〉, |3〉, |4〉}, this state displays the same coincidence statistics as a maximally
entangled state |Ψ〉= 1/2(|1,1〉+ |2,2〉+ |3,3〉+ |4,4〉).

Let the two-outcome measurements A,B,C,D be chosen as follows. On system 1, A

is a projective measurement in the basis {|1〉1, |2〉1}, and B in the basis {|3〉1, |4〉1}. State
|1〉1 corresponds to a = +1 and |2〉1 to a = −1. State |3〉1 corresponds to b = +1 and
|4〉1 to b =−1. On system 2, C is a projective measurement in the basis {|1〉2, |4〉2}, and
D in the basis {|4〉2, |2〉2}. State |1〉2 corresponds to c = +1 and |4〉2 to c = −1, state
|4〉2 to d = +1, and |2〉2 to d = −1. It is easy to see that the fair sampling assumption
is not satisfied, since quite clearly QA = |1〉11〈1|+ |2〉11〈2| 6= QB = |3〉11〈3|+ |4〉11〈4|,
and similarly QC 6= QD. Alternatively, consider that e.g. for the state ρ̂ = |1〉11〈1|, where
i = 1 or 2, it holds that E(B, |1〉11〈1|) = 0. If this factorises as a function of measurement
setting and measured state, then either E(B) = 0 or E(|1〉11〈1|) = 0. The former would
imply that e.g. E(B, |3〉11〈3|) = 0, if this efficiency also factorises, which is not the case.
The latter would imply that e.g. E(A, |1〉11〈1|) = 0, if this efficiency factorises, which
again is not the case. Again, a similar argument may be made for C and D.

None of these measurements are complete on the four-dimensional Hilbert space, but
only on two-dimensional subspaces. Within these subspaces, however, the efficiency is
100%, and the measurement operators are all pure-state projectors. It may also be argued
that no real quantum measurement is complete, in the sense that there will always be more
degrees of freedom than the ones tested. That is, there are possible quantum states that
will never be detected using the particular experimental equipment at hand. Also, these
two-dimensional measurements accurately model the measurements that one might aim
for in an actual experiment using orbital angular momentum of light.

If A is measured on system 1, and C on system 2, then this will sample the 4-dimensional
subspace spanned by {|1,1〉, |1,4〉, |2,1〉, |2,4〉}. As a result, p(a = c =+1) = 1/4, with
the other probabilities p(a = c =−1) = p(a =−c = 1) = p(a =−c =−1) = 0. Without
postselection, this gives E(a,c) = 1/4. In addition, half of the time, either the detector
corresponding to A or the one corresponding to C would fire, but not the other. Also, 1/4
of the time neither detector would fire. This, however, does not affect our calculation of
E(a,c) if using Eq. (4.2). Similarly, E(a,d) = E(b,c) = 1/4 and E(b,d) =−1/4, giving
S = 1, which does not violate Eq. (4.3).
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4.4 Violation of fair sampling for high-dimensional quantum systems

An experimenter, however, would register count rates rather than probabilities, and
use postselection when calculating the Bell parameter. Since the fair sampling condition
is not satisfied, this may lead to incorrectly inferred violations of Bell inequalities. If
postselection is done, ignoring the cases when only one or none of the detectors fire,
and use Eq. (4.4), one obtains Ẽ(a,c) = 1. Similarly, one obtains Ẽ(a,d) = Ẽ(b,c) =

1 and Ẽ(b,d) = −1, giving S = 4 in Eq. (4.3). This not only “violates” the CHSH
Bell inequality, but achieves the maximal “violation” of S = 4, whereas S = 2

√
2 is the

highest value obtainable using a quantum-mechanical state if the fair sampling assumption
holds [37, 121]. The anomalous Bell “violation” is due to the fact that the normalisation
is not done using the correct total count rate corresponding to all of the four-dimensional
space on each quantum system, in total a 16-dimensional Hilbert space for both quantum
systems. Normalising only with part of the total count rate results in an incorrect value of
S, four times its correct value. The fair sampling assumption is here violated irrespective
of how efficient the final detection is, and irrespective of there being no loss within the
sampled subspaces in the final projective measurement.

Taking into account also the cases when only one of the detectors fires will improve
the situation. However, one would still be ignoring the cases when neither detector fires
while there was a state present to be detected. It may be hard to experimentally determine
the loss rate for different measurement settings and states in a reliable way without making
non-trivial assumptions of what the different parts of the experimental setup are actually
doing. Having to make such assumptions affects the confidence with which experimental
violations of Bell inequalities can be viewed.

The example above is an extreme case where a totally separable state achieves max-
imal CHSH-Bell “violation” of S = 4, but effects in an actual experiment may be more
subtle. If the measurement settings on one subsystem do not equally sample the same
part of the Hilbert space, then incorrectly high Bell violations may be obtained for both
separable and entangled states.

4.4.2 Anomalous violation of a Bell inequality for an entangled state

This section highlights another example where the measurements on one subsystem also
do not sample exactly the same Hilbert space, resulting in anomalous Bell violations. This
example is a modification of a “standard” test of the CHSH-Bell inequality. For standard
tests of the CHSH-Bell inequality, the measurements A,B on subsystem 1 and C,D on
subsystem 2 are projective measurements in some bases {|m+(θ)〉, |m−(θ)〉}, where

|m+(θ)〉=cos(θ/2)|1〉+ sin(θ/2)|2〉

|m−(θ)〉=− sin(θ/2)|1〉+ cos(θ/2)|2〉. (4.9)
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4.5 CHSH-Bell inequality in high dimensions with fair sampling

The settings θa = π/2, θb = 0, θc = 3π/4 and θd = π/4 give the maximal violation of
2
√

2 when the entangled state

|ψ〉= (|1,2〉+ |2,1〉)/
√

2 (4.10)

is measured. Suppose now that an experimenter intends to measure the CHSH-Bell pa-
rameter using the subspace spanned by {|1〉, |2〉} of each of two systems living in a four-
dimensional Hilbert space spanned by {|1〉, |2〉, |3〉, |4〉}, with a state given by

|ψ4〉= 1√
4
(|1,2〉+ |2,1〉+ |3,4〉+ |4,3〉). (4.11)

Also suppose that without the experimenter being aware of it, the measurement actually
implemented is a projection in the basis {|µ+(θ)〉, |µ−(θ)〉}, where

|µ+(θ)〉=[cos(θ/2)|1〉+ sin(θ/2)|2〉]r+[cos(θ)|3〉+ sin(θ)|4〉](1− r2)1/2,

|µ−(θ)〉=[−sin(θ/2)|1〉+ cos(θ/2)|2〉]r− [cos(θ)|3〉+ sin(θ)|4〉](1− r2)1/2, (4.12)

and 0< r < 1√
2
. In other words, the detectors ‘feel’ also the parts of the total Hilbert space

spanned by |3〉 and |4〉. The measurement settings A, B, C, and D remain as before, θa =

π/2, θb = 0, θc = 3π/4 and θd = π/4. One obtains anomalous violation of Tsirelson’s
bound, that is, Bell violations larger than 2

√
2, for a range of values of r. The highest

violation is S = 3.2645 which occurs at r = 0.6166. The reason is that the measurements
on one subsystem do not sample the same two-dimensional space, so that again, the fair
sampling assumption is violated. Similar examples can be constructed for local Hilbert
spaces of higher dimensions.

4.5 CHSH-Bell inequality in high dimensions with fair
sampling

The following is now an example where the fair sampling condition is satisfied for a test of
the CHSH-Bell inequality using high-dimensional quantum systems. The highest possi-
ble quantum mechanical violation is then S = 2

√
2, in agreement with Tsirelson’s bound.

Postselection will not introduce anomalously high Bell violations if all the different mea-
surement settings on one quantum system sample the Hilbert space for that system in an
equivalent way, as discussed in section 4.3.

Consider dichotomic measurements with measurement operators |φ〉ii〈φ |, 1̂i−|φ〉ii〈φ |,
where |φ〉i is a pure state, and i = 1,2 refers to quantum system 1 or 2. The total dimen-
sion of either quantum system 1 or 2 is not specified, and may be infinite. This is similar
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4.5 CHSH-Bell inequality in high dimensions with fair sampling

to measurements of orbital angular momentum using SLMs, with the difference that now
also the outcome corresponding to 1̂i− |φ〉ii〈φ | is actively registered. Clearly, any two
measurements of this type on the same quantum system will evenly sample all of the
Hilbert space for a subsystem, and the fair sampling condition in section 4.3 is satisfied.

The maximal possible Bell violation for a quantum-mechanical state may be investi-
gated in terms of the eigenvalues of a so-called Bell operator. Let Π

+
A and Π

−
A denote the

measurement operators corresponding to outcomes +1 and −1 for measurement A, and
similar for measurements B,C and D. With Â = Π

+
A −Π

−
A , and analogously for B̂, Ĉ and

D̂, the Bell operator is defined as

Ŝ = Â⊗Ĉ+ Â⊗ D̂+ B̂⊗Ĉ− B̂⊗ D̂, (4.13)

so that S = Tr[ρ̂ Ŝ], where ρ̂ describes the bipartite quantum system on which the mea-
surements A or B, and C or D, are made. Without loss of generality, one can write

Π
+
A = |a〉11〈a|, Π

−
A = 1̂1−|a〉11〈a|,

Π
+
B = |b〉11〈b|, Π

−
B = 1̂1−|b〉11〈b|,

Π
+
C = |c〉22〈c|, Π

−
C = 1̂2−|c〉22〈c|,

Π
+
D = |d〉22〈d|, Π

−
D = 1̂2−|d〉22〈d|, (4.14)

with the bases for quantum systems 1 and 2 chosen so that

|a〉1 = |0〉1, |b〉1 = cosθ1|0〉1 + sinθ1|1〉1, (4.15)

|c〉2 = |0〉2, |d〉2 = cosθ2|0〉2 + sinθ2|1〉2. (4.16)

It is then straightforward to show that the Bell operator in Eq. (4.13) takes the form

Ŝ = Ŝ2D−2(|0〉11〈0|− |1〉11〈1|)⊗ 1̂′2−21̂′1⊗ (|0〉22〈0|

− |1〉22〈1|)+21̂′1⊗ 1̂′2, (4.17)

where Ŝ2D is the Bell operator for the familiar CHSH inequality for two 2-dimensional
quantum systems in the space spanned by |00〉, |01〉, |10〉, |11〉, and 1̂′i = 1̂i− |0〉ii〈0| −
|1〉ii〈1| are the identity operators in the remaining part of the Hilbert space for each sub-
system. As is well known, the eigenvalues of Ŝ2D are at most ±2

√
2 [37]. Since the

remaining part of the total Bell operator is diagonal, one immediately sees that all eigen-
values corresponding to this part are ±2. Thus the maximal Bell violation is 2

√
2, just as

for two 2-dimensional quantum systems. In particular, the maximal violation is indepen-
dent of the total dimensionality of the two subsystems.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic view of the Bell-type test generalised to d outcome measurements.
Each of the two detectors has two possible settings. The outputs from the detectors give
d2 different pairwise coincidence rates for each combination of detector settings. The four
different combinations of detector settings give in total 4d2 coincidence rates, which are used
for calculating the generalised Bell parameter Sd .

4.6 Bell inequality violations and entanglement dimen-
sion

For high-dimensional quantum systems, one has the option to test not just CHSH-type
Bell inequalities, but also Bell-type inequalities that explicitly use measurement settings
with more than two outcomes [128, 135, 136]. Violation of such high-dimensional Bell-
type inequalities indicate that a local hidden-variable model cannot fully describe the
situation. In addition to this, a high violation of such an inequality will indicate that the
state is not only entangled, but that the entanglement is of a particular kind. How high the
violation should be, and exactly what is implied about the form of the entangled state, of
course depends on the details of the particular Bell inequality that is tested. Such bounds
are useful for experimental verification e.g. of high-dimensional entanglement. In this,
one of course considers standard Bell-type experiments, with measurement settings for
which the fair sampling condition (Eq. 4.7) is satisfied.

Now, how high should the violation be in order to guarantee that high-dimensional en-
tanglement was present when the Bell-type inequalities introduced by Collins et al. [135]
are tested experimentally? These Bell inequalities apply to two d-dimensional systems
(qudits), with two observers, two detector settings for each observer, and d outcomes per
detector setting (Figure 4.2). They must be satisfied for any local hidden-variable theory,
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4.6 Bell inequality violations and entanglement dimension

and can be written as

Sd =
(d/2)−1

∑
k=0

(
1− 2k

d−1

)
{[P(A0 = B0 + k)+P(B0 = A1 + k+1)

+ P(A1 = B1 + k)+P(B1 = A0 + k)]− [P(A0 = B0− k−1) (4.18)

+ P(B0 = A1− k)+P(A1 = B1− k−1)+P(B1 = A0− k−1)]} ≤ 2,

where Sd is the Bell parameter (corresponding to Id in Ref. [135]). The outcomes of
measurements made by two local observers (Alice and Bob) are denoted by Aa,Bb ∈
{0, . . . ,d−1}, with the detector settings of Alice and Bob given by a,b ∈ {0,1}.
P(Aa = Bb + k) denotes the probability that the outcomes Aa and Bb of Alice’s and Bob’s
measurements differ by k modulo d, and similarly for P(Bb = Aa + k), more specifically,

P(Aa = Bb + k) =
d−1

∑
j=0

P [Aa = j,Bb = ( j+ k) mod d]

P(Bb = Aa + k) =
d−1

∑
j=0

P [Aa = ( j+ k) mod d,Bb = j] . (4.19)

The measurement bases corresponding to the detector settings of Alice and Bob are de-
fined as

|v〉Aa = 1√
d

d−1

∑
j=0

exp
[

i
2π

d
j(v+αa)

]
| j〉, |w〉Bb = 1√

d

d−1

∑
j=0

exp
[

i
2π

d
j(−w+βb)

]
| j〉, (4.20)

where v,w = 0, . . . ,d−1 label each of the basis states and correspond to the outcomes of
Alice’s and Bob’s measurements respectively. The parameters α0 = 0, α1 = 1/2, β0 =

1/4, and β1 =−1/4.
A pure state can be considered to have n-dimensional entanglement if its Schmidt

number is n. A mixed state will be considered to have n-dimensional entanglement if it
cannot be described by a mixture of pure states with individual Schmidt numbers all less
than n ( see Sec. 1.2.2). To derive a bound on how high Sd in (5.8) should be to guarantee
that the state was d-dimensionally entangled, it is again useful to employ the concept of
a Bell operator [137] Ŝd , for which the Bell parameter is Sd = Tr(ρ Ŝd). (One could of
course also derive bounds for Sd that would guarantee (d−1)-dimensional entanglement,
(d−2)-dimensional entanglement, and so on.) Let s1,s2,s3, . . . be the eigenvalues of Ŝd in
descending order of magnitude, and let |s1〉, |s2〉, |s3〉 . . . be the corresponding eigenstates.
Then

Ŝd = ∑
k

sk|sk〉〈sk|, and Sd = Tr(ρ̂ Ŝd) = ∑
k

sk〈sk|ρ̂|sk〉. (4.21)

Therefore, in order to produce a large violation, 〈sk|ρ̂|sk〉 would need to be large for the
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eigenstates |sk〉 corresponding to the largest eigenvalues sk. More precisely, if 〈s1|ρ̂|s1〉 ≤
q, then it will hold that Sd ≤ qs1 +(1−q)s2. Equivalently,

Sd = Tr(ρ̂ Ŝd)> qs1 +(1−q)s2 =⇒ 〈s1|ρ̂|s1〉> q. (4.22)

The state with at most (d−1)-dimensional entanglement and the largest possible 〈s1|ρ̂|s1〉
can be constructed in the following way. It is found here that all the |s1〉 have the form
|s1〉 = ∑

d
k=1 ck|k,k〉 with all ck real for d = 2, . . . ,32 (and conjectured that this holds for

all d). Here |k, j〉 ≡ |k〉⊗| j〉. The state with the greatest overlap with |s1〉 but having only
(d−1)-dimensional entanglement is then given by ρ̂ = |s̃1〉〈s̃1|, with

|s̃1〉= K ∑
d
j=1
j 6= j0

c j| j, j〉; |c j0|= min
j
{|c j|}, (4.23)

where K = (∑d
j=1
j 6= j0

|c j|2)−1/2.

Therefore, if the Bell violation Sd for a tested state ρ̂ exceeds the level Sbound
d ,

Sd > Sbound
d = |〈s̃1|s1〉|2s1 +(1−|〈s̃1|s1〉|2)s2, (4.24)

then it must hold that 〈s1|ρ̂|s1〉 > |〈s̃1|s1〉|2. Violations above Sbound
d cannot be produced

unless the tested state has (at least) d-dimensional entanglement. This bound is not tight,
that is, the true bound for Sd above which the state must contain d-dimensional entan-
glement is somewhat lower. However, the calculation of the tight bound would involve
much more complicated optimisation procedures. Also, given other actual experimental
data, a more involved maximisation procedure can be performed to ascertain how many
dimensions must have been involved in the entanglement when Sd < Sbound

d [136]. Even
obtaining an explicit value for the “simple” bound in (4.24) of course involves diagonal-
ising the Bell operators Ŝd .

Fig. 4.3 shows four kinds of Bell violations as functions of d for up to d = 32. Nu-
merical values are found in Table 4.1. The plots show the maximum possible violations
of the inequalities Sd ≤ 2, that is, s1 as a function of d, using black dots. This is the
maximum eigenvalue s1 of the corresponding Bell operator. For comparison, the plot also
shows the second largest eigenvalues, s2, again as a function of d, using filled dark blue
squares. The open green diamonds show the violations produced by maximally entangled
states of the form |ψme〉 = (1/

√
d)∑

d−1
k=0 |k〉⊗ |k〉. Finally, the red stars show the bound

Sbound
d . Above this level, the violation could not have been produced by a state with only
(d−1)-dimensional entanglement.

From Fig. 4.3 (and Table 4.1) one sees that below d = 6, the violation produced by
a maximally entangled state cannot be reproduced by a (d−1)-dimensionally entangled
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4.6 Bell inequality violations and entanglement dimension

Table 4.1: Table of s1, s2, and numerical values of a bound on the generalised Bell parameter
for states having no more than (d−1)-dimensional entanglement, Sbound

d .

No. of dimensions Largest eigenvalue 2nd largest Bound
d of Ŝd , s1 eigenvalue of Ŝd , s2 Sbound

d
2 2.82843 0. 0.
3 2.91485 1.1547 2.36241
4 2.9727 1.59551 2.67794
5 3.01571 1.84344 2.84728
6 3.0497 2.00816 2.92993
7 3.07765 2.12826 2.99175
8 3.10128 2.22113 3.03333
9 3.12168 2.29593 3.06793

10 3.13959 2.35799 3.09462
11 3.1555 2.41067 3.11795
12 3.16979 2.45618 3.13728
13 3.18274 2.49606 3.15464
14 3.19457 2.53143 3.16967
15 3.20543 2.56311 3.1834
16 3.21546 2.59172 3.1956
17 3.22477 2.61774 3.2069
18 3.23346 2.64157 3.21714
19 3.24158 2.6635 3.2267
20 3.24921 2.68378 3.23549
21 3.2564 2.70262 3.24376
22 3.26318 2.7202 3.25144
23 3.26961 2.73664 3.2587
24 3.27571 2.75208 3.2655
25 3.28151 2.76661 3.27197
26 3.28704 2.78033 3.27806
27 3.29232 2.79331 3.28388
28 3.29737 2.80562 3.28939
29 3.3022 2.81731 3.29466
30 3.30684 2.82845 3.29968
31 3.31129 2.83907 3.3045
32 3.31558 2.84921 3.30911
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4.7 Conclusions
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Figure 4.3: Plots of Bell parameters as a function of the number of dimensions d. The figure
shows the first and second largest eigenvalues of the Bell operator Ŝd , s1 and s2 respectively;
Bell violation with a maximally entangled state Sme

d ; the maximum possible violation with
a state with at most (d− 1)-dimensional entanglement, Sbound

d ; and the local hidden-variable
(LHV) limit SLHV

d . The numerical values are shown in Table 4.1.

state. To witness the entanglement dimension for d ≥ 6 using our bound, one would
need to obtain violations larger than can be produced by a state maximally entangled in
d dimensions, and the margin of difference increases with d. As mentioned above, it is
possible, with very similar methods, to derive bounds for whether the state was entangled
in at least (d−2), (d−3), ... dimensions. To highlight the experimental feasibility of ver-
ifying high-dimensional entanglement using this bound with current or shortly available
technologies, note that a standard deviation of 0.02 is sufficient in experiments with up to
d = 16. Also, using this bound, the single result of S4 = 2.87± 0.04 of the experiment
reported in Chapter 5 is a demonstration of 4-dimensional entanglement.

4.7 Conclusions

In tests of Bell inequalities, the fair sampling assumption is violated if different mea-
surements on one subsystem do not sample the state space in an equivalent way. This is
relevant especially when using high-dimensional quantum systems, for which violation
of fair sampling may result even if detection efficiency is perfect within the sampled sub-
spaces. If care is not taken, then the fair sampling assumption may be violated in explicit
ways for current experimental setups. This was illustrated by examples.

In experiments to test Bell inequalities, it is crucial to check whether the measure-
ments one aims to use do satisfy the fair sampling condition, and if not, what the appropri-
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4.7 Conclusions

ate bounds are for local hidden-variable theories, separable quantum states and entangled
quantum states. Experimental violation of Tsirelson’s bound is due to a violation of the
fair sampling condition and does not necessarily indicate that more than 2-dimensional
entanglement was present.

For d-dimensional quantum systems, one can also test Bell-type inequalities that use
measurements with d outcomes per measurement setting. A high enough violation of such
a generalised Bell inequality indicates that the state not only must have been entangled,
but that the entanglement must have been of a particular kind. A simple bound is derived
in this chapter which guarantees that the tested state must have been d-dimensionally en-
tangled. Such bounds are useful for experimental verification of high-dimensional entan-
glement. Interestingly, combinations of tests using different values of d can provide more
relaxed bounds on the dimensionality of entanglement as further explored in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5

Experimental eleven-dimensional
entanglement

5.1 Introduction

Quantum entanglement [34, 138] plays a vital role in many quantum information and
communication tasks [139]. Entangled states of higher dimensional systems are of great
interest due to the extended possibilities they provide. For example, they allow the real-
isation of new types of quantum information schemes that can offer higher information-
density coding and greater resilience to errors than can be achieved with entangled two-
dimensional systems (see [140] and references therein). Closing the detection loophole in
Bell test experiments is also more experimentally feasible when higher dimensional en-
tangled systems are used [116]. This chapter describes experiments which measure pre-
viously untested correlations between two photons to experimentally demonstrate high-
dimensional entangled states. The experimental techniques and measurement methods
enable violations of Bell-type inequalities generalised to d-dimensional systems [135]
with up to d = 12. Furthermore, the violations are strong enough to indicate genuine
11-dimensional entanglement. The experiments use photons entangled in orbital angular
momentum (OAM) [134], generated through spontaneous parametric down-conversion
(SPDC) [7, 141], and manipulated using computer controlled holograms. The main con-
tributions highlighted in this chapter are the experimental methods used to detect high-
dimensional entanglement through Bell inequality violation, the analysis of the experi-
mental results, and the numerical work involved in proving high-dimensional entangle-
ment.

Quantum information tasks requiring high dimensional bipartite entanglement include
teleportation using qudits [10, 20], generalised dense coding (i.e., with pairs of entangled
d-level systems) [21], and some quantum key distribution protocols [9]. More generally,
schemes like quantum secret sharing [22], and measurement based quantum computa-
tion [23], apply multi-particle entanglement. These are promising applications, especially
in view of recent progress in the development of quantum repeaters (see [142] and ref-
erences therein). However, practical applications of such protocols are only conceivable
when it is possible to experimentally prepare, and moreover, detect high-dimensional en-
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5.2 Generalised Bell inequalities

tangled states. Therefore, the ability to verify high-dimensional entanglement between
physical qudits is of crucial importance. Indeed, much progress has generally been made
on the generation and detection of high-dimensional entangled states (please see [143]
and references within).

This chapter reports the experimental investigation of high-dimensional, two-photon
entangled states. It focuses on photon OAM entangled states generated by SPDC, and
demonstrates genuine high-dimensional entanglement using violations of generalised Bell-
type inequalities [135]. Previously, qutrit Bell-type tests have been performed using pho-
ton OAM to verify 3-dimensional entanglement (see [128] and references within). In
addition to testing whether correlations in nature can be explained by local realist theo-
ries [144], the violation of Bell-type inequalities may be used to demonstrate the presence
of entanglement. Bell-type experiments have been performed using two-dimensional sub-
spaces of the OAM state space of photons [130, 145] and experiments have demonstrated
2-dimensional entanglement using up to twenty different 2-dimensional subspaces [146].
Careful studies have also been carried out to describe how specific detector characteris-
tics bound the dimensionality of the measured OAM states in photons generated by SPDC
using Shannon dimensionality [147].

This chapter explores the generation and detection of entanglement in larger sub-
spaces. This experimental study of high-dimensional entanglement is based on the theo-
retical work of Collins et al. [135] mentioned in Chapter 4, which was applied in exper-
iments for qutrits encoded in the OAM states of photons [128, 129]. The experimental
study reported here involves encoding qudits using the OAM states of photons, with eigen-
states defined by the azimuthal index `. These states arise from the solution of the paraxial
wave equation in its cylindrical co-ordinate representation, and are the Laguerre-Gaussian
modes LGp,`, so called because they are light beams having a Laguerre-Gaussian ampli-
tude distribution.

5.2 Generalised Bell inequalities

Collins et al. [135] showed that, for correlations which can be described by theories based
on local realism [34], a family of Bell-type parameters Sd satisfy the inequalities

S(localrealism)
d ≤ 2, for all d ≥ 2. (5.1)

Alternatively, if quantum mechanics is assumed to hold, then the violation of an inequality
of type (5.1) indicates the presence of entanglement.

The parameters Sd are calculated using coincidence probabilities for measurements
made locally by two observers, ‘Alice’ and ‘Bob’, on their respective subsystems, which
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5.2 Generalised Bell inequalities

in this case are the signal and idler photons from an SPDC source. Alice’s detector has
two settings labelled by a ∈ {0,1} with d outcomes for each setting, and similarly for
Bob’s detector with settings b ∈ {0,1}. The measurement bases corresponding to the
detector settings of Alice and Bob are defined as

|v〉Aa = 1√
d

d−1

∑
j=0

exp
[

i
2π

d
j(v+αa)

]
| j〉, (5.2)

|w〉Bb = 1√
d

d−1

∑
j=0

exp
[

i
2π

d
j(−w+βb)

]
| j〉, (5.3)

where v and w both run from 0 to d− 1 and denote the outcomes of Alice’s and Bob’s
measurements respectively, and the parameters α0 = 0, α1 = 1/2, β0 = 1/4, and β1 =

−1/4.
The measurement bases {|v〉Aa} and {|w〉Aa} have been shown [116, 148] to maximise

the violations of inequality (5.1) for the maximally entangled state of two d-dimensional
systems given by |ψ〉 = 1√

d ∑
d−1
j=0 | j〉A⊗| j〉B. It turns out that we are able to parametrise

these d-dimensional measurement basis states with ‘mode analyser’ angles θA and θB,
and write them in terms of photon OAM in the form

|v〉Aa ≡ |θ a
A〉=

1√
d

`=+[d/2]

∑
`=−[d/2]

exp [iθ a
Ag(`)] |`〉, and

|w〉Bb ≡ |θ b
B〉=

1√
d

`=+[
d
2 ]

∑
`=−[d2 ]

exp
[
iθ b

Bg(`)
]
|`〉, (5.4)

where θ a
A = (v+a/2)2π/d, and θ b

B =
[
−w+1/4(−1)b

]
2π/d. The function g(`) is de-

fined as
g(`) = `+[d

2 ]+ (d mod 2)u(`), (5.5)

where [x] is the integer part of x, and u(`) is the discrete unit step function.
For a maximally entangled state

|Φ〉= 1√
d

[d/2]

∑
`=−[d/2]

h(`)|`〉A⊗|−`〉B, (5.6)

where h(`) = 1 for all ` when d is odd, and h(` 6= 0) = 1, h(0) = 0 when d is even,
the coincidence rate of detecting one photon in state |θA〉 and the other in state |θB〉 is
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5.2 Generalised Bell inequalities

proportional to

C(θA,θB) = |〈θA|〈θB||Φ〉|2 ∝
cos(d(θA−θB))−1
d3[cos(θA−θB)−1]

. (5.7)

5.2.1 Bell operator

The Bell parameter Sd can be expressed as the expectation value of a quantum mechanical
observable, referred to here as the generalised Bell operator and denoted as Ŝd . The
expressions for Ŝd and the operators Ŝ2, Ŝ3 are obtained below. The generalised Bell-type
parameter derived in [135] can be written as

Sd =
[d/2]−1

∑
k=0

(
1− 2k

d−1

)
{+[P(A0 = B0 + k)+P(B0 = A1 + k+1)+P(A1 = B1 + k)

+P(B1 = A0 + k)]− [P(A0 = B0− k−1)+P(B0 = A1− k)

+P(A1 = B1− k−1)+P(B1 = A0− k−1)]}. (5.8)

Here, d is the number of dimensions, and Sd is the Bell parameter, denoted as Id in [135].
The measurement outcomes Ai,Bi ∈ {0, . . . ,d− 1}. P(Aa = Bb) denotes the probability
that the outcome Aa of Alice’s measurement is the same as the outcome Bb of Bob’s
measurement, for the respective detector settings a,b ∈ {0,1}, (denoted in [135] as a,b ∈
{1,2}). That is,

P(Aa = Bb) =
d−1

∑
j=0

P(Aa = j,Bb = j). (5.9)

In a similar way,

P(Aa = Bb + k) =
d−1

∑
j=0

P [Aa = j,Bb = ( j+ k) mod d] (5.10)

is the probability that the outcome Bb differs from Aa by k, modulo d. We also have

P(Bb = Aa + k) =
d−1

∑
j=0

P [Aa = ( j+ k) mod d,Bb = j] . (5.11)

Each joint probability is obtained from the photon coincidence count rate C(Aa = i,Bb =

j) divided by the sum CT (a,b) of all coincidence rates for a given combination of detector
settings for Alice and Bob, CT (a,b) = ∑

d−1
i′, j′=0C(Aa = i′,Bb = j′).

The d basis states correspond to orbital angular momentum (OAM) eigenstates, with
an OAM of `h̄ per photon. For odd d, ` runs from−(d−1)/2 to (d−1)/2, and for even d,
` runs from −d/2 to +d/2, but without the `= 0 state. These basis states are denoted as
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5.2 Generalised Bell inequalities

| j〉, where j = 0, . . . ,d−1. For the signal photon state and odd d, we choose j = `+(d−
1)/2, and for even d, similarly, j = 0 corresponds to ` = d/2, j = 1 corresponds to ` =

d/2+1, and so on, until j = d−1 which corresponds to `= d/2 (`= 0 is missing for even
d). For the idler photon the ordering is the opposite, with low values of j corresponding to
high values of `. That is, j =−`+(d−1)/2 for odd d, and for even d, j = 0 corresponds
to `= d/2 and so on, until j = d−1 which corresponds to `=−d/2 (again without the
`= 0 state). In short, a state |`〉⊗ |− `〉= | j〉⊗ | j〉= | j, j〉, with the connection between
` and j as above.

As mentioned above, the Bell-type parameter Sd can be written for a given state ρ̂ as
the expectation value of a Bell operator Ŝd , that is,

Sd(ρ̂) = Tr(Ŝdρ̂).

Let us define operators P̂(Aa = Bb + k) as

P̂(Aa = Bb + k) =
d−1

∑
r=0
|r〉Aa |(r+ k) mod d〉Bb B

b〈(r+ k) mod d|Aa〈r|, (5.12)

and operators P̂(Bb = Aa + k) as

P̂(Bb = Aa + k) =
d−1

∑
r=0
|(r+ k) mod d〉Aa |r〉Bb B

b〈r|Aa〈(r+ k) mod d|, (5.13)

where the measurement basis states |v〉Aa , |w〉Bb for measurement settings a and b and
v,w = 0, . . . ,d−1 are as defined in Equations (5.2) to (5.5).

From Equation 5.8, the generalised Bell operator can then be written as

Ŝd =
[d/2]−1

∑
k=0

(
1− 2k

d−1

)
{+[P̂(A0 = B0 + k)+ P̂(B0 = A1 + k+1)+

P̂(A1 = B1 + k)+ P̂(B1 = A0 + k)]− [P̂(A0 = B0− k−1)+

P̂(B0 = A1− k)+ P̂(A1 = B1− k−1+ P̂(B1 = A0− k−1)]}. (5.14)
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For example, the Bell operators for d = 2 and d = 3 are

Ŝ2 =


0 0 0 2

√
2

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

2
√

2 0 0 0

 , Ŝ3 =



0 0 0 0 2√
3

0 0 0 2

0 0 0 0 0 2√
3

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2√

3
0

2√
3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2√
3

0 2√
3

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2√

3
0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 2√
3

0 0 0 0



,

(5.15)
where the basis states are ordered as |0,0〉, |0,1〉, |0,2〉, . . . , |0,d− 1〉, |1,0〉, |1,1〉, . . . ,
|1,d−1〉, |2,0〉, . . ., |d−1,d−1〉.

Careful inspection shows that all diagonal elements of Ŝd are equal to zero in the OAM
basis | j,k〉, as all diagonal elements of the operators P̂(Aa = Bb + k) and the operators
P̂(Bb =Aa+k) are equal to 1/d2. Also, we note that all elements S jk of the Bell operators,
written in the OAM basis, are nonnegative. This in fact holds for all Bell operators until
d = 32, which leads one to suspect that it holds generally.

Clearly, the maximal value of the Bell parameter, that is, the maximal Bell violation,
is the largest eigenvalue of the Bell operator, and this largest violation is obtained for the
corresponding eigenstate. Interestingly, this eigenstate is not in general equal to a maxi-
mally entangled state. Table 5.1 lists the Bell parameter values theoretically obtained for
the maximally entangled state |ψ〉= (1/

√
d)∑

d−1
j=0 | j, j〉, together with the maximal values

of the Bell parameter, which, as already stated above, are equal to the largest eigenvalue
of the respective Bell operator [137]. For any ρ̂ , the corresponding Bell violation is a
linear combination of the eigenvalues of Ŝd , since

Sd = Tr(ρ̂ Ŝd) = ∑
k

sk〈sk|ρ̂|sk〉, (5.16)

where sk and |sk〉 are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Ŝd , and therefore

∑k〈sk|ρ̂|sk〉 = Trρ̂ = 1. The five largest eigenvalues sk of Ŝ11 are shown in Table 5.2,
along with the form of the corresponding eigenstates |sk〉.

5.3 Experimental setup

In the experimental setup (see Figure 5.1), OAM entangled photons are generated through
a frequency degenerate type-I SPDC process, and the OAM state is manipulated with
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of experimental setup for violations of Bell-type inequalities. C(Aa =
v,Bb = w) or C(θ a

A,θ
b
B) is the coincidence count rate when SLM A is in state |v〉Aa or |θ a

A〉 and
SLM B is in state |w〉Bb or |θ b

B〉 respectively.

computer controlled spatial light modulators (SLM) acting as reconfigurable holograms.
Conservation of angular momentum ensures that if the signal photon is in the mode spec-
ified by |`〉, the corresponding idler photon can only be in the mode |−`〉. Assuming that
angular momentum is conserved [141], a pure state of the two photon field produced will
have the form

|Ψ〉=
`=∞

∑
`=−∞

c` |`〉A⊗|−`〉B, (5.17)

where subscripts A and B label the signal and idler photons respectively, |c`|2 is the prob-
ability to create a photon pair with OAM ±`h̄ and |`〉 is the OAM eigenmode with mode
number `.

5.4 Experimental methods

In the experiments, computer controlled SLMs (Hamamatsu) operating in reflection mode
with a resolution of 600×600 pixels manipulate/select OAM states for detection. In the
detection, the SLMs are prepared in the states defined in Equations (5.4) respectively. By
the expression that the SLM is ‘prepared’ in a given state |ψ〉, it is meant here that, on
reflection, it transforms the OAM state |ψ〉 to a Gaussian beam state |`= 0〉. The reflected
photon is then coupled into a single-mode fibre which feeds a single photon detector.
Since only the |` = 0〉 mode couples into the fibre, a count in the detector indicates a
detection of the state in which the SLM was prepared. The hologram generation algorithm
introduced in [149] is applied to configure the SLMs.

Figure 5.1 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental setup as well as examples
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5.5 Procrustean entanglement concentration

of SLM settings used where d = 11. For the SPDC, the experiment uses a pump beam,
with `= 0, produced by a frequency tripled, mode-locked Nd-YAG laser with an average
output power of 150 mW at 355 nm. The collimated laser beam is normally incident
on a 3 mm long BBO crystal cut for type-I collinear phase matching. A 50:50 beam
splitter (BS) then separates the co-propagating OAM entangled photons probabilistically
into the signal and idler paths. Spectral filters with 10 nm bandwidth are used to reduce
the detection of noise photons. The coincidence resolving time is 10ns and an integration
time of 20 s is used for the measurements.

For tests within a d-dimensional subspace and for odd d, we choose the modes ` =

−(d−1)/2, . . . ,0, . . . ,(d−1)/2 as the computational basis states | j〉 in Equations 5.2 and
5.3, where j = 0, . . .d−1. For even d, we use `=−d/2, . . . ,−1,1, . . . ,d/2, omitting the
`= 0 mode. A projection of the SPDC output state onto a d-dimensional subspace results
in a non-maximally entangled state due to the limited spiral bandwidth [150].

The spiral bandwidth is an important factor affecting the amount of entanglement of
the OAM correlated photons for a given selected subspace of the OAM Hilbert space. The
square of a Lorentzian function

f (`,γ) = Aγ/
(
γ

2 + `2), (5.18)

gives a good fit to the experimentally measured coincidence rates, which are proportional
to |c`|2 and presented in Figure 5.2. The parameter γ specifies the half-width at half-
maximum (HWHM) of f (`,γ), and A is a normalisation constant. We identify γ with
the effective quantum spiral bandwidth. For the SPDC source used here, γ is obtained to
be 7.58. As mentioned before, the finiteness of the spiral bandwidth causes a projection
of the SPDC output state onto a d-dimensional subspace to result in a non-maximally
entangled state, which in turn might not violate the tested Bell inequality.

5.5 Procrustean entanglement concentration

To enhance the detectable entanglement, we use the so-called procrustean method of en-
tanglement concentration [132]. This is generally done by means of a filtering technique
which equalises the mode amplitudes, thereby probabilistically enhancing the entangle-
ment of the two-photon state [151]. This can be achieved by applying local operations to
one or both of the signal and idler photons. We choose local operations matched to the
spiral bandwidth measurement for the SPDC source (please see below), so as to obtain a
close approximation to a maximally entangled state. The method applied in [133] uses
lenses for equalising amplitudes in a superposition of three OAM modes. We however use
alterations of the diffraction efficiencies of blazed phase gratings in the SLMs to achieve
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5.5 Procrustean entanglement concentration

Figure 5.2: Experimental coincidence rates proportional to the probability of measuring the
state |`s〉⊗ |`i〉 with `s, `i = −5, . . . ,+5. The coloured and greyed-out bars depict the mea-
surement results with and without the application of procrustean filtering respectively (see
Section 5.5). The measurement time was 20 s for each combination of `s and `i.

this goal for up to fourteen modes. Figure 5.2 contrasts the results of coincidence mea-
surements with and without procrustean filtering, with the SLMs in the state {|`A〉⊗|`B〉}
where `A, `B ∈ {−5, . . . ,+5}.

The effect of procrustean filtering is described below in terms of measurement oper-
ators. Let us denote the unfiltered state from the SPDC source as ρ̂i. The procrustean
entanglement concentration we perform can be considered to be a two-outcome gener-
alised measurement (POM or probability operator measure) with measurement operators
Ô†

1Ô1 and Ô†
2Ô2. The Hermitian operators Ô1 and Ô2 satisfy Ô†

1Ô1 + Ô†
2Ô2 = 1 in the

relevant Hilbert space. Furthermore, the procedure can be performed using only local
operations on the signal and idler beams. The filtered state is obtained conditioned on
outcome 1, and is given by

ρ̂ f =
Ô†

1ρ̂iÔ1

Tr(Ô†
1ρ̂iÔ1)

. (5.19)

If outcome 2 is obtained, then the filtering has failed, and in the experiment, one can think
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of the photon as having been absorbed, leaving the vacuum state,

Ô†
2ρ̂iÔ2/Tr[Ô†

2ρ̂iÔ2)] = |vac〉〈vac|. (5.20)

Using the filtered state ρ̂ f , the parameter Sd is

Sd = Tr(ρ̂ f Ŝd) = Tr
[

Ô†ρ̂iÔ
Tr(Ô†ρ̂iÔ)

Ŝd

]
. (5.21)

Since the purpose of the experiment is to demonstrate entanglement, within the frame-
work of quantum mechanics (i.e., assuming that we are testing some quantum mechanical
state for entanglement), it is important to note that the local filtering can produce neither
the appearance of entanglement nor the violation of a Bell inequality from a separable
state. Any separable state can be written as ρ̂ = ∑m pmρ̂m,A⊗ ρ̂m,B. After filtering, we
have ρ̂ f ∝ Ô1

†
ρ̂Ô1 = ∑m pm(ôρ̂m,Aô)⊗ (ôρ̂m,Bô), which is just another separable state.

No separable state can produce a violation of any of the inequalities Sd ≤ 2.

5.6 Experimental results

The key result of this chapter is displayed in Figure 5.3, which shows a plot of experimen-
tal values of parameter Sd as a function of the number of dimensions d, using LGp,` with
all radial modes (all p), i.e., the ` states of the photons are used irrespective of their radial
state (denoted by p). The plot compares theoretically predicted violations for a maximally
entangled state, the experimental readings and the local hidden variable (LHV) limit. The
maximum possible violations (shown in Table 5.1) are slightly larger than the correspond-
ing violations produced by a maximally entangled state. Violations persist up to as much
as d = 12 when entanglement concentration [132] is applied. We find S11 = 2.39±0.07
and S12 = 2.24± 0.08, which clearly violate Sd ≤ 2 (see also Table 5.3). In the corre-
sponding experiment using LGp,` modes with only p = 0, violations are obtained up to
d = 11. Without procrustean entanglement concentration, violations persist for only up
to d = 9 (please see Figure 5.4). Above d ∼ 11, and the strength of the filtered signal
becomes so low that noise begins to overshadow the quantum correlations.

The procrustean filter applied for all the experiments was by means of local operations
of the form Ô1 = ÔA⊗ ÔB, where ÔA = ÔB ≡ ô is approximately a diagonal matrix. For
d=11, ô has diagonal elements (1.00, 0.97, 0.94, 0.92, 0.91, 0.90, 0.91, 0.92, 0.93, 0.95,
0.97). Figure 5.2 compares the results of coincidence measurements with and without the
use of procrustean entanglement concentration.

The disadvantage of the procrustean method is the associated reduction in the number
of detected photons and larger experimental error bars on the Bell parameters. The plot
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Figure 5.3: Experimental Bell-type parameter Sd versus number of dimensions d. Sd > 2
violates local realism for any d ≥ 2. The plot compares the theoretically predicted violations
by a maximally entangled state and the local hidden variable (LHV) limit with the experi-
ments. Violations are observed for up to d = 12. The experimental error bars account only
for uncertainty due to measurement shot noise (Poisson statistics).

of Sd versus d using LGp,` (all p) modes with no procrustean filtering is shown in Fig-
ure 5.4 (a). The plotted numerical values are displayed in Table 5.4. The results obtained
with procrustean filtering applied (Figure 5.3) show larger error bars than the those with-
out procrustean filtering (Figure 5.4 (a)). Even larger errors bars were obtained when the
experiment was performed with radial index p of the detected beams restricted to only
p = 0, i.e., using LGp=0,` modes. In this case, the state |`〉 means |p = 0, `〉. The data
(Table 5.5) is plotted in Figure 5.4 (b). This figure compares theoretically predicted vi-
olations for a maximally entangled state, the experimental results and the local hidden
variable (LHV) limit. Again, the corresponding theoretical maximal violations are shown
in Table 5.1. Using only modes with radial index p=0, one observes increased error bars
and violations only up to d = 11. This is due to the reduced count rates resulting from the
detection of only p = 0 states.

Figure 5.5 shows an example of the experimental data points for the self normalised
coincidence rates as function of the relative angle (θA− θB) using d = 11. There, the
theoretical prediction for the coincidence function in Equation 5.7 for a state with maxi-
mal 11-dimensional entanglement is fitted to the experimental coincidence data obtained
using the mode analyser settings defined in Equation 5.4 for d = 11, with only the verti-
cal offset and amplitude left as free parameters. The observed fringes are seen to closely
match those theoretically obtained for a state with maximal 11-dimensional entanglement.
Coincidence curves are also obtained using LGp=0,` modes, i.e. with the radial index p
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Figure 5.4: Experimental results for Sd versus number of dimensions d using (a) all p modes
and no procrustean filtering and (b) only p = 0 modes with procrustean filtering. Sd > 2 vio-
lates local realism for any d ≥ 2. The plots compares the theoretically predicted violations by
a maximally entangled state and the local hidden variable (LHV) limit with the experiments.
Violations are observed using up to d = 11 dimensions for each qudit. Errors were calculated
assuming Poisson statistics for the photon counting processes. The measurement time was 20
s per point.
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Figure 5.5: Coincidence count rates (self normalised) as a functions of relative orientation an-
gles between state analysers (θA−θB). Equation 5.7 for a state with maximal 11-dimensional
entanglement is fitted to the experimental data with the vertical offset and amplitude left as
free parameters. The experimental error bars account only for uncertainty due to measurement
shot noise (Poisson statistics).

restricted to p = 0. The results in this case, shown in Figure 5.6(a) and Figure 5.6(b) also
indicate reasonable agreement between the experimental coincidence measurements and
the theoretical predictions for maximally entangled states (Equation 5.7).

The violation of a Bell inequality in d×d dimensions directly indicates that the mea-
sured state was entangled. It remains to determine how many dimensions were involved
in the entanglement. Measuring the coincidence probabilities, i.e., of having the joint
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Figure 5.6: Coincidence count rates (self normalised) as a functions of relative orientation
angles between state analysers (θA− θB). The figures depict (a) experimental coincidence
curves and (b) theoretical prediction for maximally entangled states of two d-dimensional
systems with mode analyser settings defined in Equations 5.4 using d = 2,5, and 11, as ex-
amples. Only modes with p = 0 are used here. The observed fringes are typical of genuine
2-, 5-, and 11-dimensional entanglement, respectively.

state |`s〉⊗ |`i〉 (Figure 5.2), together with the parameters Sd for different d, can be seen
as a partial tomography of the SPDC source state. Numerical investigations indicate
that a state having the experimentally observed coincidence probabilities and parame-
ters S2,S3, . . . ,S11 must contain genuine 11-dimensional entanglement. In other words, it
is not possible to obtain the observed levels of violation with a state that contains entan-
glement involving only 10 dimensions or less. The analysis carried out here assumes a
special form of the states, based on the coincidence measurement results shown in Fig-
ure 5.2. Further details are given below.

5.7 Evidence for high-dimensional entanglement

Violation of a Bell inequality indicates that the measured state was entangled, but does
not directly give information of how many dimensions were involved in the entanglement.
The following analysis of coincidence measurements results of the SPDC output, shown
in Figure 5.2, together with the obtained Bell violations for different d, shows that the
high levels of violations of the tested Bell inequalities indicate that the SPDC state is in-
deed a high-dimensional entangled state. The problem of finding a lower bound on the
dimensionality required to produce certain quantum correlations has been studied by Acin
et al. in [152], where they present examples of correlations that require measurements on
quantum systems of dimension greater than two for their generation. Although, the depth
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5.7 Evidence for high-dimensional entanglement

of analysis presented there would require immense computational efforts for 11 dimen-
sions, additional experimental results and considerations below allow a simplification of
the analysis carried out here. A more specific problem of finding a lower bound on the di-
mensionality required to produce certain Bell inequality violations is studied in Chapter 4.
Although the bound derived shows that the single result of S4 = 2.87± 0.04 is a direct
demonstration of 4-dimensional entanglement, the single values of Sd experimentally ob-
tained here for d > 4 do not satisfy the derived bounds. However, combinations of Bell
test results for different values of d provide more relaxed bounds on the dimensionality
of entanglement as demonstrated below.

Assuming conservation of OAM, meaning that j is always the same for signal and
idler photons, both the filtered and unfiltered SPDC source states can be written in the
form

ρ̂ =
d−1

∑
j,k=0

c jk| j, j〉〈k,k|. (5.22)

As seen from Figure 5.2, for high |`|, there are nonzero coincidence counts even when j

for the signal and idler photons differ by ±1. This occurs for approximately 8% of the
total count rate. Conservation of angular momentum in parametric down-conversion is,
however, a theoretically and experimentally well-documented phenomenon (please see
[141]). One is therefore justified in assuming a state of the form in Equation (5.22), and
that any coincidence counts indicating unequal j for signal and idler photons are due to
measurement errors, i.e. imperfect selection of OAM modes by the SLMs, which gets
worse with increasing |`|.

A state of the form in Equation (5.22), which in addition has only at most (d− 1)-
dimensional entanglement, can be written as a mixture of pure states |ψm〉=∑

d−1
j=0 am j| j, j〉,

where for each |ψm〉, it holds that am j = 0 for at least one j. By grouping terms with
different |ψm〉 together, one can further write a state with at most (d− 1)-dimensional
entanglement as a mixture of no more than d mixed states, ρ̂ = ∑

d−1
n=0 rnρ̂n, where each ρ̂n

is a mixture of states |ψm〉 for which amn = 0. That is, if ρ̂n = ∑
d−1
j,k=0 cn, jk| j, j〉〈k,k|, then

cn, jk = 0 whenever one or both of j,k are equal to n.
By varying the rn and the cn, jk in

ρ̂ =
d−1

∑
n=0

rnρ̂n =
d−1

∑
n=0

rn

d−1

∑
j,k=0

cn, jk| j, j〉〈k,k|, (5.23)

one may now investigate what level of Bell violations may be obtained for a state with at
most (d−1)-dimensional entanglement.

Clearly, if there are no constraints in the maximisation, then the maximum violation
for such a state is attained when it is pure. When constraints are included, it is possible
in general that there is no pure state which satisfies all of them, so that the maximum
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5.7 Evidence for high-dimensional entanglement

is obtained with a mixed state. For example, three constraints on the Bloch vector of a
2-dimensional state may force it to be mixed. For d ≥ 4 it is in fact enough to consider
pure states ρ̂n = |ψn〉〈ψn|. This follows since, for any mixed ρ̂n, there is a corresponding
pure state with the same diagonal components cn, j j, and the same Bell violations for
S2,S3, . . . ,Sd . To see this, note that in addition to the d − 1 diagonal components of
ρ̂n, constraining the values of d − 1 Bell parameters as done here constitutes in total
2d− 2 constraints on ρ̂n, which has (d− 1)2− 1 free parameters. These parameters can
be thought of as the diagonal components of ρ̂n, plus the real and imaginary parts of its
off-diagonal elements. We can also think of them as the components of the generalised
Bloch vector for ρ̂n. If the constraints leave at least one component of the generalised
Bloch vector free, then this last component can be chosen large enough for ρ̂n to be a
pure state. We thus require that (d− 1)2− 1 > 2d− 2, which is satisfied for d ≥ 4. For
d ≥ 5, the ρ̂n can in fact be chosen, not only to be pure, but also to have only real matrix
elements, since then the number of independent off-diagonal matrix elements in ρ̂n is
strictly greater than the number of Bell inequalities, that is, (d− 1)(d− 2)/2 > d− 1 if
d ≥ 5. This considerably simplifies the numerical maximisation, which otherwise would
be relatively demanding.

For d = 11, the corresponding state space is thus spanned by the OAM basis states
| j〉 ⊗ |k〉 = | j,k〉, with j,k ∈ {0, . . . ,10}. For d = 11, the experimentally obtained di-
agonal coincidence probabilities Pj j, with j = 0, . . . ,10, and the experimental values of
S2,S3, . . . ,S10 serve as constraints. All these quantities are allowed to vary within the
experimental error bars which are estimated assuming Poisson statistics for the photon
counting processes. Numerical maximisation using Mathematica R© shows that the largest
value of S11 that can be obtained with a state of the form in Equation (5.23) is S11 = 2.14.
As mentioned above we measure S11 to be 2.39± 0.07 using all p modes. Using only
p = 0, we find 2.67± 0.22. These and the other experimentally obtained Bell parame-
ters are listed in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. In other words, the largest violation S11 that can
be obtained with a state that has at most 10-dimensional entanglement is smaller than
the experimentally measured violation, with more than three standard deviations for all
p modes, and with more than two standard deviations for p = 0. One may therefore
conclude, with high confidence, that the SPDC output state measured here does contain
11-dimensional entanglement.1

1The level of violation for d = 12 is too low to permit a similar argument.
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No. of Dimensions d Violation for |ψ〉 Maximum possible violation
2 2.8284 2.8284
3 2.8729 2.9149
4 2.8962 2.9727
5 2.9105 3.0157
6 2.9202 3.0497
7 2.9272 3.0776
8 2.9324 3.1013
9 2.9365 3.1217

10 2.9398 3.1396
11 2.9425 3.1555
12 2.9448 3.1698
13 2.9467 3.1827
14 2.9483 3.1946

Table 5.1: Violation of the inequality Sd ≤ 2 for two d-dimensional qudits, up to d = 14.
This table shows theoretically predicted values obtained for the maximally entangled state
|ψ〉 (depicted in Figure 5.3) and the maximum possible violation corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue of the Bell operator Ŝd .

Eigenvalue of Ŝ11 Eigenstate . . . -dimensional entanglement
3.1555 |s1〉 ≡ ∑

10
n=0C1,n|n,n〉 11

2.4107 |s2〉 ≡ ∑
9
n=0C2,n|n,n+1〉 10

2.4107 |s3〉 ≡ ∑
9
n=0C3,n|n+1,n〉 10

1.9709 |s4〉 ≡ ∑
8
n=0C4,n|n,n+2〉 9

1.9709 |s5〉 ≡ ∑
8
n=0C5,n|n+2,n〉 9

Table 5.2: Five largest eigenvalues of Ŝ11 and the form of the corresponding eigenstate.

5.8 Conclusion

These results hold much promise for applications requiring entangled qudits in general.
As mentioned earlier, progress in the development of quantum repeaters (see [142] and
references therein) would make quantum key distribution using high-dimensional entan-
gled states [9] a possible application. Conventional quantum communication will fail for
sufficiently large transmission distances because of loss, and quantum repeaters are one
possible solution to this problem. Although experimental quantum key distribution has
been demonstrated with OAM qutrits [129], the findings reported here provide experi-
mental evidence that such protocols could be implemented using photons entangled in
OAM in up to 11 dimensions, resulting in a considerable increase in information coding
density.

A possible extension to the work reported in this chapter could be to investigate the
generation of multi-photon, high-dimensional OAM entanglement. One can conceive of
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No. of Dimensions d 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Parameter Sd 2.79 2.78 2.87 2.73 2.76 2.62 2.56 2.46

Standard deviation σ 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07

No. of Dimensions d 10 11 12 13 14
Parameter Sd 2.47 2.39 2.24 2.07 1.89

Standard deviation σ 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08

Table 5.3: Experimental Bell-type parameter Sd as a function of the number of dimensions d.
All radial modes (all p) are used here, and violations of Sd ≤ 2 are observed for up to d = 12.

No. of Dimensions d 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Parameter Sd 2.76 2.77 2.71 2.69 2.53 2.49 2.31 2.19

Standard deviation σ 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.07

No. of Dimensions d 10 11 12 13 14
Parameter Sd 1.95 2.05 1.75 1.65 1.32

Standard deviation σ 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07

Table 5.4: Experimental Bell-type parameter Sd as a function of the number of dimensions d
without procrustean filtering/entanglement concentration. Violations of Sd ≤ 2 are observed
for up to d = 9. All p modes are used here.

No. of Dimensions d 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Parameter Sd 2.45 2.4 2.67 2.46 2.79 2.71 2.65 2.7

Standard deviation σ 0.09 0.1 0.11 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.16 0.2

No. of Dimensions d 10 11 12 13 14
Parameter Sd 2.54 2.67 2.1 2.11 1.69

Standard deviation σ 0.21 0.22 0.2 0.22 0.24

Table 5.5: Experimental Bell-type parameter Sd as a function of the number of dimensions
d. Only OAM modes with p = 0 are used here, and violations of Sd ≤ 2 are observed for up
to d = 11.
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achieving this using a cascade of down-conversion crystals for generating multipartite
entangled photons, which has been done for polarisation entangled photons [143]. It also
appears to be within reach to combine the high-dimensional photon OAM entanglement
with entanglement in the polarisation and path degrees of freedom, creating even larger
hyper-entangled states (please see [143] and Refs. within).

On a more fundamental note, Bell test experiments performed to date have one or
both of two main loopholes, namely the locality and detection loopholes. However, a
recent theoretical work reveals that even low dimensional qudits can provide a significant
advantage over qubits for closing the detection loophole [116]. In fact, it was found
that as much as 38.2% loss can be tolerated using 4-dimensional entanglement. The
results of this chapter raise interesting possibilities regarding the role higher-dimensional
entangled qudits could play in closing this loophole. It should be emphasised that neither
the detection nor the locality loophole has been closed in the experiments reported here,
because the overall efficiency of the experimental setup is 1−2%, and the switching time
for the measurement devices (SLMs) is of the order of tens of ms. However, closing
these loopholes was not the immediate goal of the experiments. Instead, they provide a
verification of high-dimensional entanglement using the violation of Bell inequalities, up
to fair sampling assumptions, and within the framework of quantum mechanics.

In summary, this chapter has reported the experimental violations of Bell-type in-
equalities generalised to d-dimensional systems [135] with up to d = 12, enough to in-
dicate genuine 11-dimensional entanglement in the orbital angular momentum of signal
and idler photons in parametric down-conversion. It appears that this could be extended
to even higher dimensions by using a brighter source of entangled photons.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusions and future outlook

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis has explored aspects of implementing optimal quantum measurements. The
unavailability of deterministic photon-photon interactions motivates the exploitation of
non-photonic platforms for quantum information processing, of which the implementa-
tion of optimal quantum measurements is an important and integral part. This was ad-
dressed in the second and third chapters of this thesis. Also, tests of Bell inequalities are
a useful way of demonstrating genuine entanglement since they relate directly to certain
applications. To violate Bell inequalities, however, the measurements performed need to
be optimised based on the form of the entangled state and the particular Bell inequality.
This will not only give the largest possible violation, but also enable the detection of in-
formation about the nature of the entangled state that might otherwise be undetectable
from the Bell test. This was the focus of the fourth and fifth chapters of this thesis. Exper-
iments performed using such methods provided evidence for genuine eleven-dimensional
entanglement.

This thesis has proposed and explained explicit schemes for implementing two gen-
eralised quantum measurement strategies using atoms in cavity QED, since atoms can
interact strongly with each other via cavity fields. The measurements considered were
unambiguous discrimination of two non-orthogonal quantum states, the so-called IDP
measurement, and the measurement to demonstrate superadditive quantum coding using
a ternary quantum alphabet. It was also shown that the proposed realisations are feasible
using current or shortly available cavity QED technologies. This was by means of a simple
proof confirming the optimality of the realisation of the measurement that demonstrates
quantum superadditivity in terms of cavity usage. The effect of imperfect detection of the
basis states on superadditive quantum coding gain was investigated. The results showed
that even with rather high levels of such experimental imperfections, a reasonable amount
of superadditivity can be seen. Similar methods can be applied to implement any gener-
alised quantum measurement using cavity QED-type systems.

The thesis also presents a discussion of an experimental realisation and comparison
of three different measurement schemes to distinguish between non-orthogonal quantum
states using nitrogen nuclear spins associated NV− centres. The measurements were opti-
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mal unambiguous state discrimination and the minimum-error or Helstrom measurement.
Previously, optimal unambiguous state discrimination had only been realised using pho-
tons [50, 93]. The ability to perform generalised measurements on NV− centres is of
great interest for implementations of solid-state quantum computing. The realised IDP
measurement for NV− centres outperforms standard projective measurements, and gives
further evidence that NV− centres in diamond are a favourable candidate for solid state
quantum information processing at room temperature.

This thesis considered some questions relevant to tests of Bell inequalities when the
local Hilbert space dimension is greater two. Subtle ways in which fair sampling can be
violated were explained. In particular, this can happen easily when the different mea-
surements on one subsystem do not sample the state space in an equivalent way, i.e. if
the resulting efficiency of detection is not factorable into a function of the state and an-
other of the measurement choice. This is relevant especially when using high-dimensional
quantum systems such as photon orbital angular momentum, for which violation of fair
sampling may result even if detection efficiency is perfect within the sampled subspaces.
A simple bound on the violation of generalised bell inequalities was presented with which
it can be guaranteed that a tested state must have been entangled in a given number of di-
mensions. Such bounds are useful for experimental verification of high-dimensional en-
tanglement. Through an experiment demonstrating genuine eleven-dimensional entangle-
ment, it was further shown how combinations experimental results of tests using different
values of d can provide more accessible bounds on the dimensionality of entanglement.

6.2 Outlook

The realisation of quantum measurements using atoms is clearly advantageous as a result
of a better potential for scalability. For example, as earlier mentioned, the fact that atoms
can interact strongly via cavity fields makes it possible to experimentally investigate the
implementation of superadditive coding with longer code words (and increased quantum
coding gain) using cavity QED-type systems. The methods described in this thesis can
also be applied using circuit QED [153] based technologies. It is also interesting to fur-
ther study realisations of other optimal quantum measurements that are difficult to realise
using linear optics, such as other schemes involving measurements using entangled mea-
surement basis states.

A clear and direct application of the demonstration of high-dimensional two-photon
entanglement is using it in a generalised protocol for entanglement based quantum key
distribution [9, 154] in such a way as to take advantage of the high-information capacity
provided by high-dimensional entanglement [27, 28]. This would however require full
projective measurements in the OAM basis. Another possible extension would be to
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investigate the generation of multi-photon, high-dimensional OAM entanglement. This
might be achieved using a cascade of down-conversion crystals for generating multipartite
entangled photons, which has been done for polarisation entangled photons [143]. Larger
hyper-entangled states (please see [143] and references within) might be generated by
combining the high-dimensional photon OAM entanglement with entanglement in the
polarisation and path degrees of freedom using current or shortly available technologies.

Of fundamental interest is the fact that Bell test experiments performed to date have
one or both of two main loopholes, namely the locality and detection loopholes. How-
ever, a recent theoretical work reveals that even multilevel entanglement allows for less
stringent detection efficiency requirements and can provide a significant advantage over
two-qubit entanglement for closing the detection loophole [116]. The results of this thesis
then raise interesting possibilities regarding the role higher-dimensional entangled qudits
could play in closing this loophole.
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